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Rates/Notice

State of Kansas
Pooled Money Investment Board

Notice of Investment Rates
The following rates are published in accordance with 

K.S.A. 75-4210. These rates and their uses are defined in 
K.S.A. 12-1675(b)(c)(d) and K.S.A. 12-1675a(g).

Effective 2-27-17 through 3-5-17
 Term Rate
 1-89 days 0.66%
 3 months 0.56%
 6 months 0.68%
 12 months 0.91%
 18 months 1.03%
 2 years 1.18%

Scott Miller
Director of Investments

Doc. No. 044215

State of Kansas
Secretary of State

Code Mortgage Rate for February and March
Pursuant to the provisions of K.S.A. 16a-1-301, Section 

11, the code mortgage rate during the period of Febru-
ary 1-March 31, 2017, is 12 percent. The reference rate 
referred to in the definition of “code mortgage rate” set 
forth in K.S.A. 16a-1-301(11)(b)(i) is discontinued, has 
become impractical to use, and/or is otherwise not read-
ily ascertainable from the Federal Home Loan Mortgage 
Corporation.

Kris W. Kobach
Secretary of State

Doc. No. 045224

State of Kansas
Department of Revenue

Division of Taxation
Request for Bids for Oil and Gas Lease

By order of the director of taxation of the state depart-
ment of revenue, for the state of Kansas:

The director of taxation will receive bids for the leasing 
of oil and gas rights in and to the portion of the Arkansas 
Riverbed, the property of the state of Kansas, described 
as follows:

That portion of the Arkansas Riverbed as it meanders 
through Sections 29, 30, 31 and 32, Township 26 South, 
Range 20 West, Edwards County, Kansas; containing 
529.33 acres, more or less.

The bidding shall be considered upon the amount of 
bonus, annual rental, and royalty to be paid. Due to the 
cost of processing, no bids will be accepted for less than 
$100 on small tracts of less than 100 acres.

Bids shall be submitted upon forms obtained from 
the Director of Taxation, Robert B. Docking State Office 
Building, 915 SW Harrison St., Topeka, KS 66625.

Lease shall be made on forms provided by the state for 
a term of five (5) years. The successful bidder pays pub-
lication costs in the local paper and the Kansas Register.

Bids shall be opened at the office of the director of tax-
ation at 2:00 p.m. March 22, 2017.

The Director of Taxation reserves the right to reject any 
and all bids and to re-advertise.

Matt Billingsley
Interim Director of Taxation

Doc. No. 045216

mailto:kansasregister%40ks.gov?subject=
http://www.sos.ks.gov
http://www.sos.ks.gov/pubs/pubs_kansas_register.asp
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Notices

State of Kansas
911 Coordinating Council

Notice of Meeting
The Kansas 911 Coordinating Council will meet from 

10:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. on Monday, April 10, 2017, at the 
Double Tree by Hilton, Overland Park; and by web con-
ference at https://www.startmeeting.com/wall/912-550-
374. For more information contact Gayle Schwarzrock by 
phone at 844-271-5301 or email at K911@np-solutions.org.

Gayle Schwarzrock
Nonprofit Solutions, Inc.

Local Collection Point Administrator
Doc. No. 045223

State of Kansas
Department of Transportation

Notice to Contractors
Electronic copies of the letting proposals and plans 

are available on the KDOT website at https://kdotapp.
ksdot.org/Proposal/Proposal.aspx. The website will al-
low the contractor to request approval from KDOT to 
bid as a prime contractor and be included on the “Bid 
Holders List,” or to be included on the “Non-Bid Hold-
ers List” as a subcontractor/supplier. KDOT’s approv-
al is required to bid as a prime contractor. To bid as 
a prime contractor, KDOT needs to be notified of the 
intent to bid no later than the close of business on the 
Monday preceding the scheduled letting date. Failure 
to obtain prior approval to bid as a prime contractor on 
any projects listed below will be reason to reject your 
bid. The Secretary reserves the right to reject bids that 
do not comply with all requirements for preparing a 
bidding proposal as specified in the 2015 edition of the 
Kansas Department of Transportation Standard Specifi-
cations for State Road and Bridge Construction.

KDOT will only accept electronic internet proposals 
using the Bid Express website at http://www.bidx.com 
until 1:00 p.m. local time March 22, 2017. KDOT will 
open and read these proposals at the Eisenhower State 
Office Building, 700 SW Harrison, Topeka, Kansas, at 
1:30 p.m. local time March 22, 2017. An audio broadcast 
of the bid letting is available at http://www.ksdot.org/
burconsmain/audio.asp.

Each bidder shall certify that such person, firm, associ-
ation, or corporation has not, either directly or indirectly, 
entered into any agreement, participated in any collusion, 
or otherwise taken any action in restraint of free compet-
itive bidding in connection with the submitted bid. This 
certification shall be in the form of a required contract pro-
vision provided by the state to each prospective bidder. 
Failure to complete the required contract provision and 
certify the completeness of the preceding statement when 
electronically signing the proposal will make the bid non-
responsive and not eligible for award consideration.

District One — Northeast
Douglas–10-23 KA-3634-06–K-10 at U.S. 59/CR 458, 

traffic signals. (State Funds)

Johnson–35-46 KA-4507-01–Pavement marking on 
I-35, U.S. 56 and U.S. 169, pavement marking, 9.6 miles. 
(Federal Funds)

Riley–81 U-0543-01–Manhattan, at College and Claflin, 
traffic signals. (Federal Funds)

District Two — North Central
Lincoln–53 C-4807-01–All major collectors west of 

K-14, signing, 125.0 miles. (Federal Funds)

District Three — Northwest
Russell–70-84 KA-4232-01–I-70, Bridges #024 and #025, 

located 8.5 miles east of the I-70/U.S.40B junction, bridge 
repair. (State Funds)

District Five — South Central
Rush–83 C-4837-01–Northwest corner of Alexander 

over Walnut Creek, bridge replacement, 0.2 mile. (Fed-
eral Funds)

Richard Carlson
Secretary of Transportation

Doc. No. 045205

(Published in the Kansas Register March 2, 2017.)

City of Coffeyville, Kansas
Public Notice

The City of Coffeyville announces its fiscal years 2017 
through 2021 goal of 6.39 percent for Disadvantaged 
Business Enterprise (DBE) airport construction contracts. 
The proposed goals and rationale is available for inspec-
tion between 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. Monday through 
Friday at 11 E. 2nd St., Coffeyville, for 30 days from the 
date of this publication.

Comments on the DBE goal will be accepted for 30 
days from the date of this publication and can be sent 
to Thomas Osborn, Superintendent of Engineering, PO 
Box 1629, Coffeyville, KS 67337, 620-252-6131, tosborn@
coffeyville.com, and Ofelia Medina, FAA Western-Pacific 
Regional Office, PO Box 92007, AWP-9, Los Angeles, CA 
90009-2007, 310-725-3945, ofelia.medina@faa.gov.

The city of Coffeyville will use contract goals to meet 
any portion of the overall goal the recipient does not proj-
ect being able to meet using RN means. Contract goals 
are established so that, over the period to which the over-
all goal applies, they will cumulatively result in meeting 
any portion of the recipient’s overall goal not projected to 
be met through the use of RN means.

The city of Coffeyville will establish contract goals only 
on those DOT-assisted contracts that have subcontract-
ing possibilities. It need not establish a contract goal on 
every such contract and the size of the contract goals will 
be adapted to the circumstances of each such contract 
(e.g., type and location of work and availability of DBE’s 
to perform the particular type of work). We will express 
our contract goals as a percentage of the total amount of 
a DOT-assisted contract.

Cindy Price
City Clerk

Doc. No. 045217

https://www.startmeeting.com/wall/912-550-374
https://www.startmeeting.com/wall/912-550-374
https://kdotapp.ksdot.org/Proposal/Proposal.aspx
https://kdotapp.ksdot.org/Proposal/Proposal.aspx
http://www.bidx.com
http://www.ksdot.org/burconsmain/audio.asp
http://www.ksdot.org/burconsmain/audio.asp
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Notice

State of Kansas
Department of Health and Environment

Public Notice Concerning Kansas/Federal 
Water Pollution Control Permits and Applications
In accordance with Kansas Administrative Regula-

tions 28-16-57 through 63, 28-18-1 through 17, 28-18a-1 
through 33, 28-16-150 through 154, 28-46-7, and the au-
thority vested with the state by the administrator of the 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, various draft 
water pollution control documents (permits, notices to 
revoke and reissue, notices to terminate) have been pre-
pared and/or permit applications have been received for 
discharges to waters of the United States and the state of 
Kansas for the class of discharges described below.

The proposed actions concerning the draft documents 
are based on staff review, applying the appropriate stan-
dards, regulations, and effluent limitations of the state of 
Kansas and the Environmental Protection Agency. The 
final action will result in a Federal National Pollutant Dis-
charge Elimination System Authorization and/or a Kansas 
Water Pollution Control permit being issued, subject to 
certain conditions, revocation and reissuance of the des-
ignated permit or termination of the designated permit.

Public Notice No. KS-AG-17-016/021
Pending Permits for Confined Feeding Facilities

Name and Address 
of Applicant

Legal Description Receiving Water

Gary Diepenbrock
Diepenbrock Farms 
    Inc.
2953 Vista Road
Lincolnville, KS 66858

N/2 of Section 10,
T18S, R04E,
Marion County

Neosho River Basin

Kanas Permit No. A-NEMN-C002            Federal Permit No. KS0090085

This is a permit modification for an existing permitted facility for 6,500 
head (6,500 animal units) of cattle weighing greater than 700 pounds. 
The Land Application Section of the existing permit has been modi-
fied to correctly reflect the land application terms, methods, and rate 
limitations of the approved Nutrient Management Plan. There are 
no other changes to the permit. Only the updated portions of the 
Land Application Section are subject to comment. The facility has an 
approved Nutrient Management Plan on file with KDHE.

Name and Address 
of Applicant

Legal Description Receiving Water

Faron Strahm
CJ Strahm Inc.
2663 S Road
Sabetha, KS 66534

NE/4 of Section 25 &
NW/4 of Section 24,
T01S, R13E,
Nemaha County

Missouri River Basin

Kansas Permit No. A-MONM-S002

This permit is being modified to update the facility description and sched-
ule of compliance items. There are no other changes to the permit. Only 
the portions of the permit being modified are subject to comment.

Name and Address 
of Applicant

Legal Description Receiving Water

Algene Jay Houtsma
Syracuse Dairy
751 SE County 
    Road 36
Syracuse, KS 67878

SE/4 of Section 25 &
E/2 & NW/4 of 
Section 36, T26S, 
R41W & SW/4 of 
Section 30 & NW/4 
of Section 31 T26S, 
R40W, Hamilton 
County

Cimarron River Basin

Kansas Permit No. A-CIHM-D001            Federal Permit No. KS0090638

This is a permit modification for an existing dairy facility with a max-
imum capacity of 9,000 head (12,600 animal units) of mature dairy 
cows and 3,000 head (3,000 animal units) of dairy heifers weighing 
greater than 700 pounds; totaling 15,600 animal units of dairy cat-
tle. The permit is being modified due to recent liner analysis results 
and to adjust the required operating levels of the waste manage-
ment system. This facility has an approved Nutrient Management 
Plan on file with KDHE.

Name and Address 
of Applicant

Legal Description Receiving Water

Daniel R. Compton
Hazel Creek Hog 
    Farm
1850 Nighthawk Road
Robinson, KS 66532

SW/4 of Section 35
T03S, R17E
Brown County

Missouri River Basin

Kansas Permit No. A-MOBR-S043

This permit is being reissued for an existing facility with a maximum 
capacity of 2,400 head (960 animal units) of swine more than 55 
pounds. There is no change in the permitted animal units from the 
previous permit cycle.

Name and Address 
of Applicant

Legal Description Receiving Water

Shannon Stewart
Stewart Feedyard
PO Box 163
Tribune, KS 67879

SE/4 of Section 29,
T18S, R39W,
Greeley County

Upper Arkansas River
Basin

Kansas Permit No. A-UAGL-B005

This permit is being reissued for an existing facility with a maximum 
capacity of 900 head (450 animal units) of cattle 700 pounds or less. 
There is no change in the permitted animal units from the previous 
permit cycle.

Name and Address 
of Applicant

Legal Description Receiving Water

Chad Filbrun
Filbrun Feedlot
25842 NW Crawford 
    Road
Westphalia, KS 66093

NW/4 of Section 31,
T20S, R18E,
Anderson County

Marais des Cygnes
River Basin

Kansas Permit No. A-MCAN-B002

This is a renewal permit for an existing facility for 600 head (600 animal 
units) of cattle weighing more than 700 pounds. There is no change 
in the permitted animal units. This facility has an approved Waste 
Management Plan on file with KDHE.

Persons wishing to comment on or object to the draft 
documents and/or permit applications must submit 
their comments in writing to the Kansas Department of 
Health and Environment if they wish to have the com-
ments or objections considered in the decision-making 
process. Comments or objections should be submitted to 
the attention of Livestock Waste Management Section for 
agricultural-related draft documents or applications, or 
to the permit clerk for all other permits, at the Kansas 
Department of Health and Environment, Division of En-
vironment, Bureau of Water, 1000 SW Jackson St., Suite 
420, Topeka, KS 66612-1367.

All comments regarding the draft documents or ap-
plication notices received on or before April 1, 2017, 
will be considered in the formulation of final deter-
minations regarding this public notice. Please refer 
to the appropriate Kansas document number (KS-
AG-17-016/021) and name of the applicant/permittee 
when preparing comments.
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After review of any comments received during the 
public notice period, the secretary of Health and Envi-
ronment will issue a determination regarding final agen-
cy action on each draft document/application. If response 
to any draft document/application indicates significant 
public interest, a public hearing may be held in confor-
mance with K.A.R. 28-16-61 (28-46-21 for UIC).

All draft documents/applications and the support-
ing information including any comments received are 
on file and may be inspected at the offices of the Kan-
sas Department of Health and Environment, Bureau of 
Water, 1000 SW Jackson St., Suite 420, Topeka, Kansas. 
These documents are available upon request at the copy-
ing cost assessed by KDHE. Application information and 
components of plans and specifications for all new and 
expanding swine facilities are available on the Internet 
at http://www.kdheks.gov/feedlots. Division of Environ-
ment offices are open from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Mon-
day through Friday, excluding holidays.

Susan Mosier, MD
Secretary 

Doc. No. 045221

State of Kansas
Department of Health and Environment

Notice Concerning Proposed Air Quality 
Class I Operating Permit Renewal

Notice is hereby given that the Kansas Department of 
Health and Environment (KDHE) is soliciting comments 
regarding a proposed air quality operating permit. Au-
gusta Municipal Power Plant #1 has applied for a Class I 
operating permit renewal in accordance with the provi-
sions of K.A.R. 28-19-510 et al. The purpose of a Class I 
permit is to identify the sources and types of regulated 
air pollutants emitted from the facility; the emission lim-
itations, standards and requirements applicable to each 
source; and the monitoring, record keeping, and report-
ing requirements applicable to each source as of the ef-
fective date of permit issuance.

Augusta Municipal Power Plant #1, PO Box 489, Au-
gusta, KS 67010, owns and operates a municipal power 
plant located at 621 Grove St., Augusta, KS 67010.

A copy of the proposed permit, permit application, all 
supporting documentation, and all information relied upon 
during the permit application review process are available 
for public review during normal business hours, 8:00 a.m. 
to 5:00 p.m., at the KDHE, Bureau of Air (BOA), 1000 SW 
Jackson, Suite 310, Topeka, KS 66612-1366 and at the South 
Central District Office (SCDO), 300 W. Douglas, Suite 700, 
Wichita, KS 67202. To obtain or review the proposed permit 
and supporting documentation, contact Cathy Richardson, 
785-296-1947, at the KDHE central office or David Butler, 
316-337-6042, at the SCDO. The standard departmental 
cost will be assessed for any copies requested.

Written comments or questions regarding the pro-
posed permit may be directed to Cathy Richardson, 
KDHE, BOA, 1000 SW Jackson, Suite 310, Topeka, KS 
66612-1366. In order to be considered in formulating a fi-
nal permit decision, written comments must be received 
no later than noon Monday, April 3, 2017.

A person may request a public hearing be held on the 
proposed permit. The request for a public hearing shall 
be in writing and set forth the basis for the request. The 
written request must be submitted to Cathy Richardson, 
KDHE, BOA, no later than noon Monday, April 3, 2017, 
in order for the secretary of Health and Environment to 
consider the request.

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has a 45-
day review period, which will start concurrently with 
the public comment period, within which to object to the 
proposed permit. If the EPA has not objected in writing 
to the issuance of the permit within the 45-day review 
period, any person may petition the administrator of the 
EPA to review the permit. The 60-day public petition pe-
riod will directly follow the EPA’s 45-day review period. 
Interested parties may contact KDHE to determine if the 
EPA’s 45-day review period has been waived.

Any such petition shall be based only on objections to 
the permit that were raised with reasonable specificity 
during the public comment period provided for in this 
notice, unless the petitioner demonstrates that it was im-
practicable to raise such objections within such period, 
or unless the grounds for such objection arose after such 
period. Contact Ward Burns, U.S. EPA, Region 7, Air 
Permitting and Compliance Branch, 11201 Renner Blvd., 
Lenexa, KS 66219, 913-551-7960, to determine when the 
45-day EPA review period ends and the 60-day petition 
period commences.

Susan Mosier, MD
Secretary

Doc. No. 045218

State of Kansas
Board of Regents Universities

Notice to Bidders
The universities of the Kansas Board of Regents en-

courage interested vendors to visit the various universi-
ties’ purchasing offices’ websites for a listing of all trans-
actions, including construction projects, for which the 
universities’ purchasing offices, or one of the consortia 
commonly utilized by the universities, are seeking infor-
mation, competitive bids, or proposals. The referenced 
construction projects may include project delivery con-
struction procurement act projects pursuant to K.S.A. 76-
7,125 et seq.
Emporia State University – Bid postings: http://www.emporia.
edu/busaff/purchasing.  Additional contact info: phone 620-
341-5145, fax: 620-341-5073, email: purchaseorders@emporia.
edu.  Mailing address: Emporia State University Purchasing, 
Campus Box 4021, 1 Kellogg Circle, Emporia, KS  66801-5415.
Fort Hays State University – Bid postings: http://www.fhsu.
edu/purchasing/bids. Additional contact info: phone: 785-628-
4251, fax: 785-628-4046, email: purchasing@fhsu.edu. Mailing 
address: Fort Hays State Purchasing Office, 601 Park St., 318 
Sheridan Hall, Hays, KS 67601.
Kansas State University – Bid postings: https://dfs.k-state.
edu/rfq. Additional contact info: phone: 785-532-6214, fax: 
785-532-5577, email: kspurch@k-state.edu. Mailing address: 
Division of Financial Services/Purchasing, 21 Anderson Hall, 
Kansas State University, Manhattan, KS 66506.

(continued)

http://www.kdheks.gov/feedlots
http://www.emporia.edu/busaff/purchasing
http://www.emporia.edu/busaff/purchasing
http://www.fhsu.edu/purchasing/bids
http://www.fhsu.edu/purchasing/bids
https://dfs.k-state.edu/rfq
https://dfs.k-state.edu/rfq
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Pittsburg State University – Bid postings: http://www.pittstate.
edu/office/purchasing. Additional contact info: phone: 620-235-
4169, fax: 620-235-4166, email: purch@pittstate.edu. Mailing 
address: Pittsburg State University, Purchasing Office, 1701 S. 
Broadway, Pittsburg, KS 66762-7549.
University of Kansas – Electronic bid postings: http://www.
procurement.ku.edu/. Paper bid postings and mailing address: 
KU Purchasing Services, 1246 W. Campus Road, Room 30, 
Lawrence, KS 66045. Additional contact info: phone: 785-864-
5800, fax: 785-864-3454, email: purchasing@ku.edu.
University of Kansas Medical Center – Bid postings: http://
www.kumc.edu/finance/purchasing/bid-opportunities.html. 
Additional contact info: phone: 913-588-1115. Mailing address: 
University of Kansas Medical Center, Purchasing Department, 
Mail Stop 2034, 3901 Rainbow Blvd., Kansas City, KS 66160.
Wichita State University – Bid postings: http://www.wichita.
edu/purchasing. Additional contact info: phone: 316-978-3080, 
fax: 316-978-3528. Mailing address: Wichita State University, 
Office of Purchasing, 1845 Fairmount Ave., Campus Box 12, 
Wichita, KS 67260-0012.

Ephrom Marks
Associate Director of Procurement

Operations & Strategic Sourcing
The University of Kansas Procurement Services

Doc. No. 044666

State of Kansas
Department of Administration

Procurement and Contracts
Notice to Bidders

Sealed bids for items listed will be received by the di-
rector of Procurement and Contracts until 2:00 p.m. on the 
date indicated. For more information call 785-296-2376:
03/16/2017 EVT0004921 Elevator Modernization
03/23/2017 EVT0004923 Excavating, Earthwork and 
  Road Grading Services at 
  Milford Wildlife Area
03/16/2017 EVT0004932 Bituminous Mixture, Hot Mix/
  Cold Lay; Districts 1, 4, 5, & 6
03/23/2017 EVT0004868 Janitorial Services–Columbus
03/24/2017 EVT0004922 Janitorial Services – Hutchison
03/28/2017 EVT0004867 Janitorial Services – Marysville
03/29/2017 EVT0004866 Janitorial Services – Hiawatha
03/30/2017 EVT0004930 Kansas State Flags
04/03/2017 EVT0004931 Financial Review Services for 
  the State Revolving Fund 
  Loan Program
04/07/2017 EVT0004933 Environmental Remediation 
  Application

The above referenced bid documents can be down-
loaded at the following website:
http://admin.ks.gov/offices/procurement-and-contracts/

bid-solicitations
Additional files may be located at the following web-

site (please monitor this website on a regular basis for 
any changes/addenda):
http://admin.ks.gov/offices/procurement-and-contracts/

additional-files-for-bid-solicitations

03/21/2017 A-013214 KCI Furniture Building Relocation/
  Electrical Upgrade at Lansing, KS
03/22/2017 A-013118 KDOT–Ulysses Subarea Shop 
  Modernization

Information regarding prequalification, projects, and 
bid documents can be obtained by calling 785-296-8899 
or online at http://admin.ks.gov/offices/ofpm/dcc.

Tracy T. Diel, Director
Procurement and Contracts

Doc. No. 045226

State of Kansas
Secretary of State

Executive Appointments
Executive appointments made by the governor, and in 

some cases by other state officials, are filed with the sec-
retary of state’s office. A listing of Kansas state agencies, 
boards, commissions, and county officials are included in 
the Kansas Directory, which is available on the secretary 
of state’s website at www.sos.ks.gov. The following ap-
pointments were recently filed with the secretary of state:

Kansas State Representative, 48th District
Dr. Abraham Rafie, 14513 Floyd St., Overland Park, KS 

66223. Succeeds Marvin Kleeb, resigned.

Kansas State Representative, 121st District
John Resman, 434 N. Persimmon Dr., Olathe, KS 66061. 

Succeeds Mike Kiegerl, resigned.

District Judge, 7th Judicial District
Amy J. Hanley, 1625 Oxford Road, Lawrence, KS 66044.

District Judge, 10th Judicial District
Rhonda K. Mason, 14741 S. Saint Andrews Ave., 

Olathe, KS 66061.

District Judge, 18th Judicial District
Tyler Roush, 525 N. Main, Wichita, KS 67203.

District Judge, 21st Judicial District
Grant D. Bannister, 3616 Eastridge Circle, Manhattan, 

KS 66503.

District Magistrate Judge, 25th Judicial District
Harry Edward Frock, Scott County, Kansas.

Coffey County Treasurer
Karen Maley, 11 Rock Ridge Drive, Burlington, KS 

66839. Succeeds Brenda Cherry, resigned.

Franklin County Commissioner, District 4
Richard Oglesby, 527 S. Cherry St., Ottawa, KS 66067. 

Succeeds Steve Harris, resigned.

Lane County Sheriff
Bryan E. Kough, 325 S. Wichita, PO Box 583, Dighton, 

KS 67839. Succeeds Steven Edler, resigned.

http://www.pittstate.edu/office/purchasing
http://www.pittstate.edu/office/purchasing
http://www.procurement.ku.edu/
http://www.procurement.ku.edu/
http://www.kumc.edu/finance/purchasing/bid-opportunities.html
http://www.kumc.edu/finance/purchasing/bid-opportunities.html
http://www.wichita.edu/purchasing
http://www.wichita.edu/purchasing
http://admin.ks.gov/offices/procurement-and-contracts/bid-solicitations
http://admin.ks.gov/offices/procurement-and-contracts/bid-solicitations
http://admin.ks.gov/offices/procurement-and-contracts/additional-files-for-bid-solicitations
http://admin.ks.gov/offices/procurement-and-contracts/additional-files-for-bid-solicitations
http://admin.ks.gov/offices/ofpm/dcc
http://www.sos.ks.gov
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Ness County Commissioner, District 1
David L. Albers, 30077 240 Road, Brownell, KS 67521. 

Succeeds Jay Harris, resigned.

911 Coordinating Council, Kansas
Troy Briggs, 605 Risa Ave., Sublette, KS 67877. Term 

expires June 30, 2017. Succeeds Sheriff Frank Denning.
Adam Geffert, 2704 W. 73rd St., Prairie Village, KS 66208-

3201. Term expires June 6, 2017. Succeeds Robert Faddis.

Aging and Disability Services, Kansas Department on
Tim Keck, Secretary, 3521 SE Garden Court, Topeka, 

KS 66605-3518. Succeeds Kari Bruffett.

Animal Health Board, Kansas
Terry Schwarz, 465 800 Ave. Carlton, KS 67448. Term 

expires July 1, 2019. Reappointed.
Troy Wedel, 875 Dakota Road, McPherson, KS 67460. 

Term expires July 1, 2019. Reappointed.

Banking Board, Kansas State
Carson, Frank, 10000 S. 89th E. Circle, Mulvane, KS 

67110. Term expires March 15, 2019. Reappointed.
Norman Pishny, 18750 Antioch Road, Bucyrus, KS 

66013. Term expires March 15, 2019. Reappointed.

Barbering, Board of
John Bradford, 125 Rock Creek Loop, Lansing, KS 

66043. Term expires April 30, 2019. Succeeds Jim Cates.

Capitol Preservation Committee, Kansas
Jeremy Stohs, 5217 Payne St., Shawnee, KS 66226-3900. 

Term expires June 30, 2018. Succeeds Dr. Richard Kyle.

Children’s Cabinet, Kansas
Tom Arpke, 512 W. Iron Ave., Salina, KS 67401. Term 

expires June 30, 2017. Succeeds Kristina Ames, resigned.
Echo Van Meteren, 12400 170th St., Linwood, KS 

66052-4431. Term expires June 30, 2019. Succeeds Dr. 
Mary Cohen.

Corporation Commission, State
Shari Feist Albrecht, 3121 SW Tutbury Town Road, 

Topeka, KS 66614-4427. Term expires March 15, 2020. Re-
appointed.

Corrections, Kansas Department of
Joseph Norwood, Secretary, 6300 SW 23rd St., Topeka, 

KS 66614. Succeeds Ray Roberts.

Deaf and Hard of Hearing Advisory Committee  
on the Language Assessment Program,  

Kansas Commission on
Nancy Jo DeFazio, 7623 E. Huntington St., Wichita, KS 

67206. Term expires July 1, 2018.
Janet Goodenow, 202 Campbell St., Westmoreland, KS 

66549-9704. Term expires July 1, 2018.
Petra Horn-Marsh, PO Box 10005, Olathe, KS 66051-

1305. Term expires July 1, 2018.

Joan Macy, 450 E. Park St., Olathe, KS 66061-5410. 
Term expires July 1, 2018.

Dr. Robert Maile, 21829 Lincoln Terrace, Spring Hill, 
KS 66083-7532. Term expires July 1, 2018.

Robin Olson, 19000 W. 96th St., Lenexa, KS 66220-
9704. Term expires July 1, 2018.

Kristin Pedersen, 3213 Sherwood Drive, Lawrence, KS 
66049-2125. Term expires July 1, 2018.

Angela Walker, 8280 W. 116th St., Overland Park, KS 
66210-1942. Term expires July 1, 2018.

Katie Wise, 13847 W. 105th St. N., Sedgwick, KS 67135. 
Term expires July 1, 2018.

Developmental Disabilities, Kansas Council on
Nancy Chaffin, 1105 Centennial Blvd., Hays, KS 67601-

2427. Term expires November 1, 2020. Succeeds Joan Kelley.
Kimberly McLemore, 306 N. Walnut St., Medicine 

Lodge, KS 67104-1220. Term expires November 1, 2020. 
Succeeds Stephanie Coleman.

Disability Concerns, Kansas Commission on
Robert Cantin, 14558 W. 126th St., Olathe, KS 66062-

5852. Term expires August 31, 2019. Reappointed.

Firefighters Memorial Advisory Committee, Kansas
Michael Martin, 3846 SE Howard Drive, Topeka, KS 

66605-1936. Succeeds Bob Pape.

Governmental Ethics Commission
Daniel Harden, Chairman, 3623 SW Avalon, Topeka, KS 

66604-8866. Term expires January 31, 2019. Reappointed.

High School Activities Association, Kansas State
Gary Brockus, 16460 S. Switzer St., Overland Park, KS 

66062-9743. Term expires June 30, 2018.
Tracy Gros, 1507 Sharingbrook Drive, Manhattan, KS 

66503. Term expires June 30, 2018.
Jeffrey Masterson, 2039 Marc Ave., Andover, KS 67002-

9481. Term expires June 30, 2018.
Pamela McComas, PO Box 5078, Topeka, KS 66605-

0078. Term expires June 30, 2018.

Humanities Council, Kansas
James Oliver, 9510 Falcon Ridge Drive, Lenexa, KS 

66210. Term expires June 30, 2019. Succeeds David Vail.

Independent Living Council, Kansas Statewide
Angela Zimmerman, 1516 Haney Drive, Hays, KS 

67601. Term expires September 30, 2019. Reappointed.

Indigents’ Defense Services
Roman Rodriguez, 2401 N. Rutgers St., Wichita, KS 

67205. Term expires January 15, 2019. Reappointed.

Juvenile Justice Oversight Committee, Kansas
Melody Pappan, 320 E. 9th Ave., Suite D, Winfield, KS 

67156-2871. Term expires August 31, 2018.
Greg Smith, 8605 Robinson St., Overland Park, KS 

66212. Term expires August 31, 2018.
(continued)
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State Library of Kansas Board
Ray Walling, PO Box 413, Baldwin City, KS 66006-

0413. Term expires June 30, 2020. Reappointed.

Midwest Stem Cell Therapy Center Advisory Board
Dr. Dana Winegarner, 3152 W. 143rd Terrace, Over-

land Park, KS 66224-4577. Term expires October 31, 2019.

Pet Animal Advisory Board, Kansas
Dr. Denver Marlow, 1024 Park Shire Circle, Manhattan, 

KS 66503-2475. Term expires June 30, 2019. Reappointed.
Kendra Titus, 2961 Labette Road, Ottawa, KS 66067-

8610. Term expires June 30, 2019. Reappointed.

Pooled Money Investment Board
Casey Lair, 605 Grant St., Neodesha, KS 66757-1366. 

Term expires March 15, 2020. Reappointed.
Rodney Miller, 7332 SW Kings Forest Road, Topeka, KS 

66610. Term expires March 15, 2020. Succeeds Eric Meyers.

Propane Education and Research Council, Kansas
John Pankratz, 7616 N. Hoover Road, Valley Ceter, KS 

67147-8452. Term expires August 30, 2019. Reappointed.

Real Estate Appraisal Board, Kansas
James Stallbaumer, 13921 NW 54th St., Rossville, KS 

66533-9646. Term expires June 30, 2019. Reappointed.

Real Estate Commission, Kansas
Connie O’Brien, 22123 211th St., Tonganoxie, KS 

66086-4132. Term expires April 30, 2020. Succeeds Shir-
ley Cook.

Rehabilitation Council, Kansas
Ted Brant, 3823 SW Atwood Terrace, Topeka, KS 

66610-1117. Term expires October 31, 2019. Succeeds Kirk 
Williams.

Mike Burgess, 6009 SW 23rd St., Topeka, KS 66614-
4211. Term expires October 31, 2019. Succeeds Rocky 
Nichols.

Julie King, 6800 S. 127th St. E, Derby, KS 67037-9067. 
Term expires October 31, 2019. Reappointed.

Harold Schultz, 3100 W. 22nd, Apt. E7, Lawrence, KS 
66046. Term expires October 31, 2019. Reappointed.

Debra Wetta, 319 N. Milstead St., Wichita, KS 67212-
5429. Term expires October 31, 2019. Reappointed.

Transportation, Kansas Department of
Richard Carlson, Secretary, 26810 Jeffrey Road, Saint 

Marys, KS 66536-9610. Succeeds Mike King.

Turnpike Authority, Kansas
Ty Masterson, 1539 S. Phyllis Lane, Andover, KS 

67002-8617. Term expires June 30, 2020. Succeeds Mark 
Hutton.

University of Kansas Hospital Authority
Dr. Kirk Benson, 5213 W. 124th Terrace, Kansas City, 

66160-0001. Term expires March 15, 2018. Reappointed.

Dr. Romano Delcore, Jr., 13113 Briar Drive, Leawood, 
KS 66209-3447. Term expires March 15, 2018. Succeeds 
Robert Honse.

Volunteer Commission, Kansas
Amy Pinger, 7113 SW 19th Lane, Topeka, KS 66615-

1545. Term expires March 24, 2019.
Kris W. Kobach

Secretary of State
Doc. No. 045145

(Published in the Kansas Register March 2, 2017.)

Summary Notice of Bond Sale 
City of Wichita, Kansas 

$10,555,000* 
General Obligation Bonds, Series 2017A 

$7,180,000* 
General Obligation Bonds (Subject to AMT),  

Series 2017B

(General obligation bonds payable  
from unlimited ad valorem taxes)

Bids
Subject to the Official Notice of Bond Sale, dated Feb-

ruary 21, 2017, separate electronic bids for the purchase 
of each series of the above-referenced bonds (collectively, 
the bonds) of the city of Wichita, Kansas (the city) herein 
described will be received by the director of finance of 
the city via PARITY® until 10:00 a.m. (CST) (the submittal 
hour), on Thursday, March 16, 2017. No bid of less than 
100 percent of the principal amount of each series of the 
bonds and accrued interest thereon to the date of deliv-
ery will be considered.
Bond Details

The bonds will consist of fully registered bonds in the 
denomination of $5,000 or any integral multiple thereof 
(the authorized denomination). The bonds will be dated 
April 1, 2017 (the dated date) and will become due as here-
inafter set forth. The bonds will bear interest from the dat-
ed date at rates to be determined when each series of the 
bonds are sold as hereinafter provided, payable semian-
nually on June 1 and December 1, beginning on December 
1, 2017 (collectively, the interest payment dates).
Series 2017A Bonds

The Series 2017A Bonds will become due in principal 
installments as follows:
Payment Date
(December 1)

Principal
Amount*

Payment Date
(December 1)

Principal
Amount*

2018 $200,000 2033 $335,000
2019 205,000 2034 350,000
2020 210,000 2035 365,000
2021 220,000 2036 375,000
2022 225,000 2037 390,000
2023 230,000 2038 410,000
2024 240,000 2039 425,000
2025 245,000 2040 440,000
2026 255,000 2041 460,000
2027 260,000 2042 480,000
2028 275,000 2043 500,000
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2029 290,000 2044 520,000
2030 300,000 2045 545,000
2031 315,000 2046 570,000
2032 325,000 2047 595,000

Series 2017B Bonds
The Series 2017B Bonds will become due in principal 

installments as follows:
Payment Date
(December 1)

Principal
Amount*

Payment Date
(December 1)

Principal
Amount*

2018 $135,000 2033 $225,000
2019 135,000 2034 235,000
2020 140,000 2035 245,000
2021 145,000 2036 255,000
2022 150,000 2037 265,000
2023 155,000 2038 280,000
2024 160,000 2039 290,000
2025 165,000 2040 305,000
2026 170,000 2041 315,000
2027 175,000 2042 330,000
2028 185,000 2043 345,000
2029 195,000 2044 360,000
2030 205,000 2045 375,000
2031 210,000 2046 395,000
2032 220,000 2047 415,000

Book-Entry-Only System
The bonds shall be registered under a book-entry-only 

system administered through DTC.
Paying Agent and Bond Registrar

The Kansas State Treasurer, Topeka, Kansas.
Good Faith Deposit

Each bid shall be accompanied by a good faith deposit 
in the form of a cashier’s or certified check drawn on a 
bank located in the United States of America or a wire 
transfer in Federal Reserve funds immediately available 
for use by the city in an amount equal to 2 percent of the 
principal amount of each series of the bonds.
Delivery

The city will pay for preparation of the bonds and 
will deliver the same properly prepared, executed and 
registered without cost to the successful bidder on or 
about April 13, 2017, to DTC for the account of the suc-
cessful bidder.
Assessed Valuation and Indebtedness

The equalized assessed tangible valuation for com-
putation of bonded debt limitations for the year 2016 
is $3,699,134,858. The total general obligation indebted-
ness of the city as of the closing date is $732,755,000, 
which includes the bonds being sold, the city’s tem-
porary notes which will be issued on the closing date, 
less the city’s previously issued temporary notes to be 
retired out of proceeds of the bonds and other funds on 
the closing date.
Approval of Bonds

The bonds will be sold subject to the legal opinion of 
Gilmore & Bell, P.C., Wichita, Kansas, bond counsel, 
whose approving legal opinion as to the validity of the 
bonds will be furnished and paid for by the city, printed 
on the bonds and delivered to the successful bidder as 
and when the bonds are delivered.

Additional Information
Additional information regarding the bonds, the de-

livery of the deposit and notification regarding the same 
may be obtained from the Department of Finance, 12th 
Floor, City Hall, 455 North Main, Wichita, KS 67202-1679, 
or by contacting:

Ms. Shawn Henning Ms. Cheryl Busada
Director of Finance Debt Coordinator
316-268-4300 316-268-4143
Fax: 316-219-6244 Fax: 316-219-6216
shenning@wichita.gov cbusada@wichita.gov

Dated February 21, 2017.
City of Wichita, Kansas

*Subject to change, see Notice of Bond Sale dated February 21, 2017.
Doc. No. 045222

State of Kansas
Board of Education

Notice of Hearing on Proposed 
Administrative Regulations

The Kansas State Board of Education will conduct a 
public hearing at 1:30 p.m., or as soon thereafter as pos-
sible, on Tuesday, May 9, 2017, in the Board Room of the 
Landon State Office Building, 900 SW Jackson Ave., Suite 
102, Topeka, Kansas, to consider the adoption of pro-
posed rules and regulations of the Kansas State Board of 
Education on a permanent basis.

This 60-day notice of the public hearing shall constitute 
a public comment period for the purpose of receiving writ-
ten public comments on the proposed rules and regula-
tions. All interested parties may submit written comments 
prior to the hearing to the secretary of the Kansas State 
Board of Education at the below addresses or by email to 
plhill@ksde.org. The address for the Kansas State Board 
of Education is Landon State Office Building, 900 SW 
Jackson Ave., Suite 102, Topeka, KS 66612. All interested 
parties will be given a reasonable opportunity to present 
their views orally regarding the adoption of the proposed 
regulations during the public hearing. In order to provide 
all parties an opportunity to present their views, it may be 
necessary to request that each participant limit any oral 
presentation to five minutes. The hearing shall be con-
ducted in compliance with the public hearing procedures 
of the Kansas State Board of Education.

Any individual with a disability may request an accom-
modation in order to participate in the public hearing, 
and may request the proposed regulations and econom-
ic impact statements in an accessible format. Requests for 
accommodation to participate in the hearing should be 
made at least five working days in advance of the hear-
ing by contacting Wendy Fritz at 785-296-5363 (or TDD 
785-296-8172) or by email to wfritz@ksde.org. The north 
entrance to the Landon State Office Building is accessible. 
Handicapped parking is located at the south end of the 
Landon State Office Building, across the street from the 
north entrance to the building, and on Ninth Street, just 
around the corner from the north entrance to the building.

A copy of the proposed regulations and economic im-
pact statement may be obtained by contacting the Office 

(continued)
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of General Counsel at the address above prior to the date 
of the hearing or by email to ogc@ksde.org.

A summary of the proposed regulations and economic 
impact follows.
K.A.R. 91-38-1

The definitions of activity bus and of school bus are 
modified to provide clarity and give schools more op-
tions as to the type of vehicle which may be used to trans-
port students for specific purposes. These definitions bet-
ter conform to current practices.
K.A.R. 91-38-2

This amendment clarifies language and adds a require-
ment that each school bus shall be equipped with at least 
one emergency seat belt cutter.
K.A.R. 91-38-3

This amendment adds a requirement that in addition 
to conducting 10 safety meetings per year, transportation 
supervisors must also attend those safety meetings.
K.A.R. 91-38-4

This amendment clarifies language without materially 
changing any requirements.
K.A.R. 91-38-5

This amendment will require school districts and bus 
companies to keep the results of mandatory inspections 
as part of each vehicle’s maintenance record.
K.A.R. 91-38-6

This amendment now requires each driver of a school 
or an activity bus to maintain a commercial driver’s li-
cense with passenger as well as school bus endorsements.
K.A.R. 91-38-7

The regulation is amended to update and correct its 
statutory authority.
K.A.R. 91-38-8

Students are currently not required to cross any divided 
highway in order to board a bus or to reach their homes 
upon departing the bus. The amendment adds a prohibi-
tion against students crossing any roadway consisting of 
more than one lane of traffic traveling in the same direction.

The Kansas State Board of Education does not antici-
pate any significant financial or economic impact to this 
agency, other state agencies, or to the public as a result of 
these regulations.

Randy Watson
Commissioner of Education

Doc. No. 045227

State of Kansas
Board Of Education

Notice of Hearing on Proposed 
Administrative Regulations

The Kansas State Board of Education will conduct a 
public hearing at 1:30 p.m., or as soon thereafter as pos-
sible, on Tuesday, May 9, 2017, in the Board Room of the 
Landon State Office Building, 900 SW Jackson Ave., Suite 
102, Topeka, Kansas, to consider the adoption of pro-
posed rules and regulations of the Kansas State Board of 
Education on a permanent basis.

This 60-day notice of the public hearing shall constitute 
a public comment period for the purpose of receiving writ-
ten public comments on the proposed rules and regula-
tions. All interested parties may submit written comments 
prior to the hearing to the secretary of the Kansas State 
Board of Education at the below addresses or by email to 
plhill@ksde.org. The address for the Kansas State Board 
of Education is Landon State Office Building, 900 SW 
Jackson Ave., Suite 102, Topeka, KS 66612. All interested 
parties will be given a reasonable opportunity to present 
their views orally regarding the adoption of the proposed 
regulations during the public hearing. In order to provide 
all parties an opportunity to present their views, it may be 
necessary to request that each participant limit any oral 
presentation to five minutes. The hearing shall be con-
ducted in compliance with the public hearing procedures 
of the Kansas State Board of Education.

Any individual with a disability may request an accom-
modation in order to participate in the public hearing, 
and may request the proposed regulations and econom-
ic impact statements in an accessible format. Requests for 
accommodation to participate in the hearing should be 
made at least five working days in advance of the hear-
ing by contacting Wendy Fritz at 785-296-5363 (or TDD 
785-296-8172) or by email to wfritz@ksde.org. The north 
entrance to the Landon State Office Building is accessible. 
Handicapped parking is located at the south end of the 
Landon State Office Building, across the street from the 
north entrance to the building, and on Ninth Street, just 
around the corner from the north entrance to the building.

A copy of the proposed regulations and economic im-
pact statement may be obtained by contacting the Office 
of General Counsel at the address above prior to the date 
of the hearing or by email to ogc@ksde.org.

A summary of the proposed regulations and economic 
impact follows.
K.A.R. 91-42-1

Article 42 of this chapter addresses the use of seclusion 
and restraint of students in the school setting. This regu-
lation defines key terms, many of which were amended 
by the Freedom from Unsafe Seclusion and Restraint Act.
K.A.R. 91-42-2

 This regulation has been amended to more clearly de-
fine the standards for the use of emergency safety inter-
ventions (ESI). Those standards include:

1. ESI shall be used only when a student presents a 
reasonable and immediate danger of physical harm 
to the student or others.

2. ESI shall cease to exist as soon as the immediate 
danger of physical harm ceases to exist.

3. The use of ESI is prohibited for purposes of disci-
pline, punishment, or convenience.

4. Several types of restraint are prohibited, such as 
face-down restraint, face-up restraint, any restraint 
that obstructs the airway of a student or impacts a 
student’s primary mode of communication, chemi-
cal restraint, and mechanical restraint except in cer-
tain circumstances.

This regulation also prohibits the use of seclusion if the 
student is known to have a medical condition that could 
put the student in mental or physical danger
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K.A.R. 91-42-4
Schools will be required to notify parents or, if the par-

ent cannot be reached, the emergency contact person any 
time an emergency safety intervention is used with their 
child. This notification will occur the day the interven-
tion is used. Notifications will include information on the 
standards for when interventions can be used, a flyer on 
the parent’s rights, and guidance on how to file a com-
plaint with the local school board.
K.A.R. 91-42-7

The State Board of Education is required to collect data 
on the use of emergency safety interventions and com-
pile reports based on information provided by school 
districts. These reports are annually due by January 20th. 
The State Board will report the total number of times an 
intervention was used, the total number of interventions 
involving students with an individualized education 
program, the total number of interventions involving 
students with a Section 504 plan, the total number of in-
terventions involving students with behavior interven-
tion plans, the total number of students that were phys-
ically restrained, the total number of students that were 
placed in seclusion, and the average amounts of time that 
interventions lasted.

The Kansas State Board of Education does not antici-
pate any significant financial or economic impact to this 
agency, other state agencies, or to the public as a result of 
these regulations.

Randy Watson
Commissioner of Education

Doc. No. 045220

State of Kansas
Real Estate Commission

Permanent Administrative Regulation

Article 1.—EXAMINATION AND REGISTRATION

86-1-5. Fees. (a) Each applicant shall pay a fee in an 
amount equal to the actual cost of the examination and 
the administration of the examination to the testing ser-
vice designated by the commission.

(b) Each applicant shall submit the following fees for 
licensure to the commission:

(1) For submission of an application for an original 
salesperson’s or broker’s license, a fee of $15;

(2) for an original salesperson’s license, a prorated fee 
based on a two-year amount of $125;

(3) for an original broker’s license, a prorated fee based 
on a two-year amount of $175;

(4) for renewal of a salesperson’s license, a two-year 
fee of $125;

(5) for renewal of a broker’s license, a two-year fee of 
$175;

(6) for reinstatement of a license that has been deacti-
vated or that has been canceled pursuant to K.S.A. 58-
3047(c), and amendments thereto, a fee of $15;

(7) for each branch office, a fee of $25; and
(8) for each primary office of a company created or es-

tablished by a supervising broker, a fee of $25.

(c)(1) Each applicant shall meet one of the following 
requirements:

(A) Submit a paper fingerprint card to the commission 
and pay a fee of $60 to the commission; or

(B) submit electronic fingerprints to the Kansas bureau 
of investigation (KBI) through a KBI-approved vendor 
and pay the cost for that service.

(2) Each licensee who is submitting fingerprints in con-
nection with an investigation of that licensee shall pay a 
fee of $60 for the cost of submission of the licensee’s fin-
gerprints to the KBI for the purpose of obtaining a crim-
inal history check conducted by the KBI and the federal 
bureau of investigation and for the commission’s reason-
able costs of administering the criminal history check 
program in connection with any investigation.

(d)(1)(A) For each original salesperson’s license, the 
applicant shall pay a prorated fee that is calculated by 
multiplying $5.00 by the number of months that remain 
in the applicant’s two-year license cycle.

(B) For each original broker’s license, the applicant 
shall pay a prorated fee that is calculated by multiplying 
$7.00 by the number of months that remain in the appli-
cant’s two-year license cycle.

(2) The number of months that remain in the applicant’s 
two-year license cycle shall be determined beginning with 
the month following the date on which the applicant’s ap-
plication is received by the commission through the appli-
cable expiration month, as specified in K.A.R. 86-1-3.

(e) Each course provider seeking course approval pur-
suant to K.S.A. 58-3046a, and amendments thereto, shall 
pay a fee of $75 to the commission.

(f) Each licensee seeking approval of a course of instruc-
tion pursuant to K.S.A. 58-3046a(k), and amendments 
thereto, shall pay a fee of $10 to the commission. (Autho-
rized by K.S.A. 2015 Supp. 58-3063; implementing K.S.A. 
2015 Supp. 58-3039 and 58-3063; effective Jan. 1, 1966; 
amended, E-73-30, Sept. 28, 1973; amended Jan. 1, 1974; 
amended, E-74-50, Sept. 13, 1974; amended May 1, 1975; 
amended, E-81-18, July 16, 1980; amended May 1, 1981; 
amended May 1, 1982; amended May 1, 1983; amended, 
T-86-10, May 1, 1985; amended May 1, 1986; amended, 
T-87-32, Nov. 19, 1986; amended May 1, 1987; amended 
Sept. 26, 1988; amended July 31, 1991; amended Dec. 20, 
1993; amended July 31, 1996; amended, T-86-10-1-97, Oct. 
1, 1997; amended Oct. 24, 1997; amended March 13, 1998; 
amended, T-86-7-2-07, July 2, 2007; amended Nov. 16, 
2007; amended Dec. 1, 2015; amended March 17, 2017.)

Erik Wisner
Executive Director

Doc. No. 045219

State of Kansas
Department of Agriculture

Division of Water Resources

Article 3.—APPROPRIATION RIGHTS

5-3-6a. Sealing diversion works. (a) If the chief en-
gineer or any authorized representative has reasonable 
cause to believe that any person has failed to obey an or-

(continued)
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der or a notice and directive of the chief engineer to cease 
and desist from operating a diversion works, the chief 
engineer or authorized representative may place a seal, 
or a chain and padlock, on the diversion works or any 
part of the diversion works in a manner that renders the 
diversion works inoperable without breaking the seal, 
chain, or padlock.

(b) The chief engineer or any authorized representa-
tive may place a seal on any water flowmeter or mea-
suring chamber in a manner that prevents removal of 
the water flowmeter from the measuring chamber and 
prevents access to the internal working parts of the wa-
ter flowmeter without breaking the seal. The seal may 
include a bolt, chain, lock, or any combination of these, 
or any other mechanism.

(c) For purposes of this regulation, “authorized repre-
sentative” shall include any employee of the division or a 
groundwater management district that has been delegat-
ed this authority by the chief engineer in writing. (Autho-
rized by K.S.A. 82a-706a; implementing K.S.A. 82a-706a, 
K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 82a-706b and K.S.A. 82a-706c; effective 
May 1, 1980; amended March 17, 2017.)

Article 21.—WESTERN KANSAS GROUNDWATER 
MANAGEMENT DISTRICT NO. 1

5-21-3. Well spacing requirements. (a) Each well 
location described in an application for a permit to ap-
propriate water for a beneficial use, other than domestic 
use, that proposes the diversion or withdrawal of water 
from the Ogallala aquifer shall be spaced at least 2,640 
feet from all other non-domestic wells constructed into 
the Ogallala aquifer.

(b)(1) Each well location described in an application for 
a permit to appropriate water for a beneficial use, other 
than domestic use, that proposes the diversion or with-
drawal of water from the Dakota aquifer shall be spaced 
at least four miles from all other non-domestic wells con-
structed into the Dakota aquifer.

(2) Each well in the Dakota aquifer shall be sealed off 
between the Dakota aquifer and any other aquifers in a 
manner that prevents migration of water to or from the 
Dakota aquifer and any other aquifers.

(c) Each well included in an application for a permit 
to appropriate water for a beneficial use, other than do-
mestic use, that proposes the diversion or withdrawal of 
water shall be at least 1,320 feet away from each domestic 
well constructed into the same aquifer unless the appli-
cant has received written permission from the neighbor-
ing well owner or the applicant owns each domestic well.

(d) The location of each well on an application for ap-
proval to change the point of diversion under an existing 
water right shall be no more than 1,320 feet from the orig-
inally authorized point of diversion and shall meet one of 
the following requirements:

(1) Not decrease the distance to any other wells or au-
thorized well locations by more than 300 feet; or

(2) meet the minimum well spacing requirements in 
this regulation.

(e) Each new well shall be drilled in the location sub-
stantially as shown on the approved application and the 
accompanying map, plat, or aerial photograph.

(f) Exceptions to this regulation may be granted on 
an individual basis by recommendation of the board 
in conjunction with the approval of the chief engineer. 
The applicant may be required by the board to submit 
information as it deems necessary in order to make the 
determination. (Authorized by and implementing K.S.A. 
82a-706a and K.S.A. 2015 Supp. 82a-1028; effective May 1, 
1979; amended May 23, 1994; amended March 17, 2017.)

David W. Barfield, PE
Chief Engineer

Doc. No. 045194

State of Kansas
Kansas Lottery

Temporary Administrative Regulations

Article 4.—INSTANT GAMES AND DRAWINGS

111-4-3463. “Fire and Dice” instant ticket lottery 
game number 713. (a) The Kansas lottery may conduct 
an instant winner lottery game entitled “Fire and Dice.” 
The rules for this game are contained in K.A.R. 111-3-1 et 
seq. and 111-4-3463.

(b) The “play/prize symbols” and “captions” for this 
game are as follows:

Play Symbols Captions
1 ONE
2 TWO
3 THR
4 FOR
5 FIV
6 SIX
8 EGT
9 NIN
10 TEN
12 TWELV
13 THRTN
14 FORTN
15 FIFTN
16 SIXTN
18 EGHTN
19 NINTN
20 TWNTY

7 (outlined and bolded) WIN
11 (outlined and bolded) DOUBLE

Symbol of a flame WINALL

Prize Symbols Captions
FREE TICKET
$1.00 ONE$
$2.00 TWO$
$4.00 FOUR$
$5.00 FIVE$
$10.00 TEN$
$20.00 TWENTY
$40.00 FORTY
$80.00 EIGHTY
$200 TWOHUN

$1,000 ONETHO
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(c) For this game, a play or prize symbol shall appear in 
12 play spots within the game play area or areas.

(d) The ticket numbers in each book of tickets in this 
game shall start with 000 and end with 299.

(e) The price of instant tickets sold by a retailer for this 
game shall be $1.00.

(f) In “Fire and Dice,” the player will scratch the game 
play area to reveal six play symbols with a prize sym-
bol shown below each play symbol. If the player reveals 
a “7” symbol, the player wins the prize amount shown 
for that symbol. If the player reveals an “11” symbol, the 
player wins double the prize shown for that symbol. If 
the player reveals a “FLAME” symbol, the player wins 
all six prizes shown.

(g) Each ticket includes a game code that is revealed 
when the player scratches an area outside the game play 
area. The player may use the game code to enter online 
second-chance drawings through the Kansas lottery 
players club.

(h) Each ticket in this game may win up to six times.
(i) Approximately 1,200,000 tickets shall be ordered ini-

tially for this instant game. Additional ticket orders shall 
have the same prize structure, the same number of prizes 
per prize pool of 240,000 tickets, and the same odds as 
were contained in the initial ticket order.

(j) The expected number and value of instant prizes in 
this game shall be as follows:

Prize

Expected
Number of

Prizes In Game

Expected
Value

In Game
Free $1 Ticket Free Ticket 120,000 $0
$1 $1 80,000 80,000
$1 w/11 $2 16,000 32,000
($1 x 2) $2 16,000 32,000
$2 $2 12,000 24,000
$2 w/11 $4 8,000 32,000
($2 x 2) $4 8,000 32,000
$4 $4 4,000 16,000
$1 + $2 w/11 $5 4,000 20,000
$1 + ($2 x 2) $5 4,000 20,000
$5 $5 4,000 20,000
($1 x 5) + $5 w/FLAME $10 2,000 20,000
($1 x 2) + ($2 w/11 x 2) $10 2,000 20,000
($1 x 5) + $5 $10 2,000 20,000
$10 $10 2,000 20,000
($2 x 5) + $10 w/FLAME $20 1,000 20,000
($5 x 2) + $5 w/11 $20 1,000 20,000
($5 x 4) $20 1,000 20,000
$20 $20 1,000 20,000
($5 x 4) + ($10 x 2 w/FLAME) $40 500 20,000
($10 w/11 x 2) $40 500 20,000
($10 x 4) $40 340 13,600
$40 $40 335 13,400
($10 x 4) + ($20 x 2 
    w/FLAME) $80 200 16,000
($10 x 4) + $20 w/11 $80 200 16,000
$80 $80 100 8,000
($200 x 5) $1,000 25 25,000
$1,000 $1,000 25 25,000
Player Loyalty Second-
    Chance Prizes            1       6,250
TOTAL 290,226 $631,250

(k) The odds of winning a prize in this game are ap-
proximately one in 4.13. (Authorized by K.S.A. 2016 
Supp. 74-8710; implementing K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 74-8710, 
and 74-8720; effective, T-111-2-2-17, Nov. 9, 2016.)
111-4-3464. “Fire and Dice Doubler” instant tick-

et lottery game number 714. (a) The Kansas lottery may 
conduct an instant winner lottery game entitled “Fire 
and Dice Doubler.” The rules for this game are contained 
in K.A.R. 111-3-1 et seq. and 111-4-3464.

(b) The “play/prize symbols” and “captions” for this 
game are as follows:

Play Symbols Captions
1 ONE
2 TWO
3 THR
4 FOR
5 FIV
6 SIX
8 EGT
9 NIN
10 TEN
12 TWELV
13 THRTN
14 FORTN
15 FIFTN
16 SIXTN
18 EGHTN
19 NINTN
20 TWNTY

7 (outlined and bolded) WIN
11 (outlined and bolded) DOUBLE

Symbol of a flame WINALL

Prize Symbols Captions
FREE TICKET
$1.00 ONE$
$2.00 TWO$
$4.00 FOUR$
$5.00 FIVE$
$10.00 TEN$
$20.00 TWENTY
$40.00 FORTY
$50.00 FIFTY
$100 ONEHUN
$200 TWOHUN

$1,000 ONETHO
$10,000 10-THOU

(c) For this game, a play or prize symbol shall appear in 
20 play spots within the game play area or areas.

(d) The ticket numbers in each book of tickets in this 
game shall start with 000 and end with 149.

(e) The price of instant tickets sold by a retailer for this 
game shall be $2.00.

(f) In “Fire and Dice Doubler,” the player will scratch 
the game play area to reveal 10 play symbols with a prize 
symbol shown to the right of each play symbol. If the 

(continued)
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player reveals a “7” symbol, the player wins the prize 
amount shown for that symbol. If the player reveals an 
“11” symbol, the player wins double the prize shown for 
that symbol. If the player reveals a “FLAME” symbol, the 
player wins all 10 prizes shown.

(g) Each ticket includes a game code that is revealed 
when the player scratches an area outside the game play 
area. The player may use the game code to enter online 
second-chance drawings through the Kansas lottery 
players club.

(h) Each ticket in this game may win up to 10 times.
(i) Approximately 720,000 tickets shall be ordered ini-

tially for this instant game. Additional ticket orders shall 
have the same prize structure, the same number of prizes 
per prize pool of 240,000 tickets, and the same odds as 
were contained in the initial ticket order.

(j) The expected number and value of instant prizes in 
this game shall be as follows:

Prize

Expected
Number of

Prizes In Game

Expected
Value

In Game
Free $2 Ticket Free Ticket 72,000 $0
$1 w/11 $2 38,400 76,800
$2 $2 33,600 67,200
$2 w/11 $4 9,600 38,400
($2 x 2) $4 4,800 19,200
$4 $4 4,800 19,200
$1 + $2 w/11 $5 4,800 24,000
($1 x 5) $5 4,800 24,000
$5 $5 4,800 24,000
$5 w/11 $10 4,800 48,000
($2 x 5) $10 2,400 24,000
$10 $10 2,400 24,000
($2 x 10 w/FLAME $20 2,400 48,000
($5 x 2) + $5 w/11 $20 2,400 48,000
($2 x 10) $20 2,400 48,000
$20 $20 2,400 48,000
($4 x 10 w/FLAME) $40 450 18,000
($5 x 4) + $10 w/11 $40 300 12,000
($10 x 4) $40 300 12,000
$40 $40 300 12,000
($5 x 10 w/FLAME) $50 360 18,000
($10 x 3) + $10 w/11 $50 360 18,000
($5 x 10) $50 300 15,000
$50 $50 300 15,000
($10 x 10 w/FLAME) $100 60 6,000
($10 x 8) + $10 w/11 $100 60 6,000
($20 x 5) $100 30 3,000
$100 $100 30 3,000
($20 x 10/FLAME) $200 60 12,000
($50 x 2) + $50 w/11 $200 30 6,000
$200 $200 30 6,000
($100 x 10 w/FLAME) $1,000 9 9,000
$1,000 $1,000 6 6,000
$10,000 $10,000 4 40,000
Player Loyalty Second-
    Chance Prizes            1       7,978
TOTAL 199,790 $805,778

(k) The odds of winning a prize in this game are ap-
proximately one in 3.60. (Authorized by K.S.A. 2016 
Supp. 74-8710; implementing K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 74-8710, 
and 74-8720; effective, T-111-2-2-17, Nov. 9, 2016.)

111-4-3465. “Fire and Dice Multiplier” instant 
ticket lottery game number 731. (a) The Kansas lottery 
may conduct an instant winner lottery game entitled 
“Fire and Dice Multiplier.” The rules for this game are 
contained in K.A.R. 111-3-1 et seq. and 111-4-3465.

(b) The “play/prize symbols” and “captions” for this 
game are as follows:

Play Symbols Captions
Symbol of die with one dot ONE

Symbol of die with two dots TWO
Symbol of die with three dots THR
Symbol of die with four dots FOR
Symbol of die with five dots FIV
Symbol of die with six dots SIX

1 ONE
2 TWO
3 THR
4 FOR
5 FIV
6 SIX
8 EGT
9 NIN
10 TEN
12 TWELV
13 THRTN
14 FORTN
15 FIFTN
16 SIXTN
18 EGHTN
19 NINTN
20 TWNTY
22 TWYTW
23 TWYTH
24 TWYFR
25 TWYFV
26 TWYSX
28 TWYET
29 TWYNI
30 THRTY
32 THYTW
33 THYTH
34 THYFR
35 THYFV

7 (outlined and bolded) WIN
11 (outlined and bolded) DOUBLE

HOT (outlined and bolded) WIN5X
Symbol of a flame WINALL

Prize Symbols Captions
FREE TICKET
$1.00 ONE$
$2.00 TWO$
$4.00 FOUR$
$5.00 FIVE$
$7.00 SEVEN$
$8.00 EIGHT$
$10.00 TEN$
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$20.00 TWENTY
$25.00 TWENFIV
$50.00 FIFTY
$100 ONEHUN
$200 TWOHUN
$500 FIVHUN

$1,000 ONETHO
$25,000 25-THOU

(c) For this game, a play or prize symbol shall appear in 
44 play spots within the game play area or areas.

(d) The ticket numbers in each book of tickets in this 
game shall start with 000 and end with 059.

(e) The price of instant tickets sold by a retailer for this 
game shall be $5.00.

(f) In “Fire and Dice Multiplier,” the player will scratch 
the game play area to reveal 10 play symbols with a prize 
symbol shown to the right of each play symbol. If the 
player reveals a “7” symbol, the player wins the prize 
amount shown for that symbol. If the player reveals an 
“11” symbol, the player wins double the prize shown for 
that symbol. If the player reveals an “HOT” symbol, the 
player wins five times the prize shown for that symbol. 
If the player reveals a “FLAME” symbol, the player wins 
all 10 prizes shown.

The player will scratch the bonus play area to reveal 
two “BONUS ROLLS.” Each “BONUS ROLL” consists of 
two dice symbols. If either “BONUS ROLL” adds up to 7 
or 11, the player wins $20 automatically.

(g) Each ticket includes a game code that is revealed 
when the player scratches an area outside the game play 
area. The player may use the game code to enter online 
second-chance drawings through the Kansas lottery 
players club.

(h) Each ticket in this game may win up to 21 times.
(i) Approximately 300,000 tickets shall be ordered ini-

tially for this instant game. Additional ticket orders shall 
have the same prize structure, the same number of prizes 
per prize pool of 240,000 tickets, and the same odds as 
were contained in the initial ticket order.

(j) The expected number and value of instant prizes in 
this game shall be as follows:

Prize

Expected
Number Of

Prizes In Game

Expected
Value

In Game
Free $5 Ticket Free Ticket 15,000 $0
$1 + $2 w/11 $5 15,000 75,000
$5 $5 15,000 75,000
($1 x 3) + $2 w/11 $7 10,000 70,000
$7 $7 10,000 70,000
$5 w/11 $10 5,000 50,000
($5 x 2) $10 2,500 25,000
$10 $10 2,500 25,000
$20 w/BONUS $20 5,000 100,000
($5 w/11 x 2) $20 2,500 50,000
($5 x 4) $20 1,250 25,000
$20 $20 1,250 25,000
$5 + $20 w/BONUS $25 1,250 31,250
$5 w/HOT $25 1,250 31,250
$5 + $10 w/11 $25 1,250 31,250
$25 $25 1,250 31,250
($10 x 3) + $20 w/BONUS $50 250 12,500

($5 x 5) + $5 w/HOT $50 250 12,500
$10 + $20 w/11 $50 250 12,500
($5 x 10) $50 250 12,500
$50 $50 250 12,500
($5 x 20 w/FLAME) $100 100 10,000
($10 x 3) + ($5 w/HOT x 2) + 
    $20 w/BONUS $100 75 7,500
($10 x 2) + ($20 w/11 x 2) $100 75 7,500
($4 x 20) + $20 w/BONUS $100 75 7,500
$100 $100 50 5,000
($10 x 20 w/FLAME) $200 50 10,000
$50 w/11 + $20 w/HOT $200 25 5,000
($8 x 10) + ($10 x 10) + 
    $20 w/BONUS $200 25 5,000
$200 $200 20 4,000
($25 x 20 w/FLAME) $500 5 2,500
$100 w/HOT $500 5 2,500
$500 $500 5 2,500
($50 x 20 w/FLAME) $1,000 5 5,000
($100 x 6) + $200 w/11 $1,000 5 5,000
$1,000 $1,000 5 5,000
($1,000 w/HOT x 5) $25,000 2 50,000
$25,000 $25,000 1 25,000
Player Loyalty Second-
    Chance Prizes          1       9,365
TOTAL 91,779 $945,865

(k) The odds of winning a prize in this game are ap-
proximately one in 3.27. (Authorized by K.S.A. 2016 
Supp. 74-8710; implementing K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 74-8710, 
and 74-8720; effective, T-111-2-2-17, Nov. 9, 2016.)

Article 301.—SPECIFIC LOTTERY FACILITY  
GAMES AT LOTTERY GAMING FACILITIES

111-301-28. Promotion funding. (a) The bad beat 
promotion shall be funded in its entirety by qualifying 
daily contributions.

(b) Beginning with the first bad beat contribution, two 
funds shall be established: a “primary promotion fund” 
and a “secondary fund.” A primary promotion shall be 
awarded out of the primary promotion fund to a quali-
fying bad beat hand and all other qualifying players. The 
secondary fund shall be used to replenish the primary 
promotion after it has been awarded and for special hand 
promotions or other poker promotional activities.

(c) For each contribution to the bad beat promotion, 
seventy percent (70%) of the contribution shall be ap-
plied to the primary promotion fund, and thirty percent 
(30%) shall be applied to the secondary fund.

(d) The primary bad beat promotion fund shall be 
capped at $25,000, at which time one hundred percent 
(100%) of the additional contributions shall be applied to 
the secondary fund.

(e) When the qualifying hand has been verified and 
the primary bad beat promotion has been awarded, up 
to ten percent (10%) of the secondary fund, not to ex-
ceed $5,000, may be applied to establish the new primary 
bad beat promotion. (Authorized by K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 
74-8710 and 74-8748; implementing K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 
74-8710; effective, T-111-7-14-11, June 15, 2011; amend-
ed, T-111-4-14-14, Jan. 15, 2014; amended, T-111-5-20-15, 
April 24, 2015; amended, T-111-2-2-17, Nov. 9, 2016.)

(continued)
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Article 601.—SOUTHEAST GAMING ZONE

111-601-1.  Name of the game; rules and regulations.  
The Kansas lottery shall conduct a lottery facility game at 
the Kansas Crossing Casino in Pittsburg, Kansas, entitled 
“Blackjack” beginning on or after January 1, 2017.

The rules and regulations for the game of “Blackjack” 
are contained in K.A.R. 111-601-1 through 111-601-8, and 
applicable generic rules are contained in K.A.R. 111-201-
1 et seq. (Authorized by K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 74-8710 and 74-
8748; implementing K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 74-8710; effective, 
T-111-2-2-17, Nov. 9, 2016.)
111-601-2.  Definitions.  The following definitions 

shall apply to the blackjack game:
(a) “Blackjack” means an ace and any 10, jack, queen, 

or king dealt as the initial two cards to a player or a deal-
er, not including an ace and a ten point value card dealt 
to a player who has split pairs.

(b) “Burn card” means a playing card that is dealt from 
the top of a deck and it is discarded (“burned”).

(c) “Cut card” means the non-playing card used to di-
vide one or more decks of playing cards into two portions.

(d) “Dealer” means a person responsible for dealing 
cards at a blackjack table.

(e) “Dealer’s shoe” or “dealing shoe” means a device 
that is used to hold multiple decks of playing cards.

(f) “Double down” means when a player increases 
the player’s original wager by an amount up to 100 per-
cent in exchange for committing to stand (take no more 
cards) after receiving only one more card for that hand.  
A player may double down on any of the player’s first 
two cards unless the player’s first two cards constitute 
a blackjack.  In the event a player splits the player’s first 
two cards, the player may double down after receiving 
the player’s second card for each split hand.

(g) “Hard total” means the total point count of a hand 
which contains no aces or which contains aces that are 
each counted as one in value.

(h) “Hard 17” means a deal hand adding up to a total 
of 17 points, which hand does not include an ace.

(i) “Hole card” means the first card dealt face down to 
the dealer. 

(j) “Insurance line” means the line on the table layout 
for the game of blackjack on which line a player places 
an insurance bet.

(k) “Mid-shoe entry” means entry into a game by a 
new player at any time after the initial hand has been 
dealt after a shuffle of the cards.

(l) “Soft total” means the total point count of a hand 
containing an ace when the ace is counted as 11 in value.

(m) “Soft 17” means a dealer hand adding up to a total 
of 17 points, which hand includes an ace.

(n) “Split pairs” means two cards of identical rank 
dealt as the initial two cards to a player that the player 
has elected to divide into two separate hands.

(o) “Toke” means a gratuity or tip.
(p) “Toke bet” means a separate bet made by a player 

for the dealer, which bet is paid to the dealer as a gratuity 
if the player’s hand wins.

(q) “Wash shuffle” means randomly mixing the cards 
through a circular washing motion while the cards are 
spread on the layout. (Authorized by K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 

74-8710 and 74-8748; implementing K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 74-
8710; effective, T-111-2-2-17, Nov. 9, 2016.)
111-601-3. Table characteristics. (a) Blackjack shall 

be played at a table having on one side seven places for 
the players and on the opposite side a place for the dealer.

(b) Each blackjack table shall utilize a table game lay-
out approved by the Kansas lottery and the Kansas rac-
ing and gaming commission. (Authorized by K.S.A. 2016 
Supp. 74-8710 and 74-8748; implementing K.S.A. 2016 
Supp. 74-8710; effective, T-111-2-2-17, Nov. 9, 2016.)
111-601-4. Cards, number of decks, and value of 

cards. (a) Blackjack shall be played with one to six decks 
of standard playing cards with no jokers.

(b) The value of the cards contained in each deck shall 
be as follows:

(1) Any card from 2 to 10 shall have its face value.
(2) Any jack, queen or king shall have a value of 10.
(3) An ace shall have a value of 11 unless that would 

give a player or the dealer a total in excess of 21, in which 
case, it shall have a value of one. (Authorized by K.S.A. 
2016 Supp. 74-8710 and 74-8748; implementing K.S.A. 
2016 Supp. 74-8710; effective, T-111-2-2-17, Nov. 9, 2016.)
111-601-5. Object of game and wagers. (a) The ob-

ject of the game of “Blackjack” is for a player to beat the 
dealer’s hand by accepting cards without exceeding the 
sum of 21 points.

(b) Prior to the first card being dealt for each round of 
play, each player at the game of blackjack shall make a 
wager against the dealer. The player shall win if:

(1) The value of the player’s cards totals 21 or less and 
the dealer’s cards total in excess of 21.

(2) The value of the player’s cards total more than the 
dealer’s cards without exceeding 21.

(3) The value of the player’s initial two cards totals 21 
and the value of the dealer’s three or more cards totals 21.

(c) Except as otherwise provided, a wager will be 
pushed (declared a tie) when the value of the player’s 
cards is equal to the value of the dealer’s cards.

(d) A player’s wager shall be lost when:
(1) The value of the dealer’s cards totals 21 or less and 

the value of the player’s cards totals 22 or more.
(2) The value of the dealer’s cards total more than the 

value of the player’s cards without exceeding 21.
(3) The dealer has a total value of 21 in his/her initial 

two cards and the player has a total of 21 in more than 
two cards.

(e) Except as otherwise provided, no wager shall be 
made, increased or withdrawn from the table after the 
first card of the respective round has been dealt.

(f) All wagers on blackjack will be made by placing 
gaming chips on the betting areas of the blackjack table 
layout. Money or chips outside or between betting areas 
do not constitute a valid bet. Verbal and cash wagers will 
not be accepted.

(g) All winning wagers will be paid at odds of one to 
one, with the exception of blackjack, which will be paid 
at odds of three to two and insurance which shall be paid 
at odds of two to one.

(h) Once the first card of any hand has been removed 
from the dealer’s shoe or dealt by the dealer, no player 
may handle, remove or alter any wagers that have been 
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made until the dealer renders and implements a decision 
with respect to that wager.

(i) Once a wager has been placed on the insurance line, or 
a wager to double down or a wager to split pairs has been 
made and confirmed by the dealer, then no player shall 
handle, remove or alter such wagers until the dealer ren-
ders and implements a decision with respect to that wager.

(j) At all tables where the wager and entry restrictions 
are in effect, a sign will be posted notifying the players of 
the restrictions. The sign(s) shall indicate the following:

(1) Mid-shoe entry is in the discretion of the table 
games supervisor or higher ranking casino official.

(2) Minimum and maximum table limits. Any wager 
made by a player that is less than the stated table min-
imum that is not rejected by either the dealer or table 
games supervisor or higher ranking casino official prior 
to the commencement of play shall be treated as a val-
id wager in the amount actually wagered by the player. 
Any wager made by a player that is above the stated ta-
ble maximum that is not rejected by either the dealer or 
table games supervisor or higher ranking casino official 
shall play up to the posted maximum and the balance 
shall be returned to the player and not considered as part 
of the valid wager. (Authorized by K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 74-
8710 and 74-8748; implementing K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 74-
8710; effective, T-111-2-2-17, Nov. 9, 2016.)
111-601-6. Rules of the game. (a) The cards shall be 

shuffled under the following circumstances:
(1) A new set of decks are put into play.
(2) When the cut card appears during the course of the 

play (the shuffle will take place prior to the next round 
of play).

(3) Whenever the cards have been dropped or other-
wise mishandled by the dealer.

(4) Whenever instructed to do so by the table game su-
pervisor or higher ranking casino official.

(5) At no time will the dealer shuffle at the request of a 
player unless authorized to do so by a table games super-
visor or higher ranking casino official.

(b) The dealer is to maintain physical and visual con-
tact with the cards at all times while the cards are out of 
the shoe; however, the cards shall be placed back in the 
dealer’s shoe for commencement of play.

(c) A card shall be burned for the following reasons:
(1) After a shuffle of the cards.
(2) A card has been exposed or dealt by mistake unless 

the card was exposed or dealt by mistake to the player 
in the last occupied player position immediately before 
the dealer.

(3) When a dealer is relieved, the new dealer shall burn 
a card.

(4) If a table is dead (no players), upon the arrival of 
new players, the dealer shall burn a card.

(d) All cards shall be dealt from a dealing shoe secured 
to and located on the extreme left-hand side of the table.

(e) All players’ cards should be delivered face up, start-
ing on the dealer’s left and continuing clockwise around 
the table.

(f) After each player has received one card, the dealer 
shall take one card face down. A second card should be 
dealt to each player face up and the dealer’s second card 
will be dealt face down. The dealer’s second card should 

be placed underneath the dealer’s first card, the first card 
is now turned face up and should cover the second card 
in such a way that no part of that card is visible.

(g) Cards shall not touch a player’s bet and shall be 
placed in a manner which allows the center spot of each 
card to be visible.

(h) Players shall not handle any of the cards.
(i) After two cards have been dealt to each player, the 

dealer shall start with the player to the left and continue 
to the right until all players have acted upon the hand.

(j) Players shall indicate hit or stand by using visible 
hand signals.

(k) All hit cards are dealt face-up, utilizing the left hand 
for positions one (1) and two (2), and the right hand for 
positions three (3) through seven (7).

(l) After all players’ hands have stood or broken, the 
dealer shall turn his hole card face-up and announce the 
point total.

(m) If there are players’ hands still in action, the dealer 
must take a hit if the value of the dealer’s cards totals 16 
or less or a soft 17, but stand on a hard 17 or more.

(n) The dealer shall announce “over”, “too many” or 
“busted” when the dealer’s hand exceeds 21.

(o) The dealer shall then take or pay according to the 
hands dealt.

(p) A dealer accidentally hitting his hand while having 
a hard seventeen or more shall contact the table games 
supervisor or higher ranking casino official who shall 
handle the situation accordingly.

(q) A player may elect to double down with any initial 
two (2) cards, and bet up to the amount of his original bet 
on the condition that only one (1) additional card shall be 
dealt to the player.

(r) The additional chips for the double-down bet 
should be placed next to the original wager before the 
double down card is dealt.

(s) The double down card will be exposed and placed 
across the two (2) cards involved, in such a manner as to 
keep the number exposed on the player’s second card.

(t) When paying double down bets, the dealer shall not 
combine the chips used to pay the bet with the player’s 
chips used to make the bet into a single stack, but instead 
shall stack the chips used to pay the bet next to the play-
er’s chips. The dealer is not permitted to move the play-
er’s bet with chips in the dealer’s hand.

(u) Whenever the initial two cards to a player are of the 
same face value, the player may elect to split the cards 
into two separate hands, provided that the player makes 
a bet equal to the original bet. The following rules apply 
to splitting cards:

(1) After splitting, the first hand will receive a card. 
This hand will be completed by either hitting again or 
staying before the next hand is dealt to.

(2) The second hand will receive a card. This hand will 
be completed by either hitting again or staying before 
moving on to the next hand.

(3) A player may split up to three times excluding aces 
which may only be split once. When aces are split, the 
player will only receive one card per ace.

(v) The dealer will ask if any player wishes to place an 
insurance bet when the dealer’s “up” card is an ace.

(continued)
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(w) Insurance is a separate bet. The player is betting 
that the dealer has blackjack. If the dealer does not have 
blackjack, then the player loses the player’s insurance bet.

(x) The player can take insurance for any amount up to 
one-half of the original bet.

(y) The insurance bet shall be placed on the insurance 
line on the table layout.

(z) The dealer will then verbally close the time for ac-
cepting insurance bets.

(aa) If the dealer’s hand is a blackjack and the player 
has taken insurance, the dealer will take the losing bet 
and pay off the winning insurance bet with the losing 
bet in an amount not to exceed the player’s original bet. 
Insurance will be paid at a rate of 2 to 1.

(bb) If the player’s hand is a blackjack and the dealer’s 
“up” card is an ace, the player can announce even money 
and be paid the amount of the player’s bet.

(cc) Players may insure a toke bet and the bet is han-
dled by the same procedure as any other insurance bet.

(dd) A player may place more than one-half of their 
original bet on the insurance line but only one-half of 
their original bet is in action. Any overage will be re-
turned to the player after it is determined that the dealer 
does or does not have blackjack.

(ee) All blackjacks will be paid at odds of 3 to 2. The 
dealer shall pay the player having a blackjack during the 
normal course of the dealer’s take and pay procedures.

(ff) If the dealer and a player have blackjack, the play-
er’s bet will be a push (tie).

(gg) If the dealer looks at the dealer’s hole card and fails 
to recognize the fact the dealer has a blackjack, the dealer’s 
hand will be played as a total of 21 only, and not as a black-
jack. A player that doubles down or splits will receive back 
any additional wagers made after their initial wager.

(hh) Any player’s hand that exceeds a total of 21 has 
broke or “busted” and their hand loses.

(ii) If the dealer has an up card with the value of ten, 
the dealer will use the peeking device built into the gam-
ing table to check to see if the dealer has a blackjack.

(jj) If the dealer has a blackjack all losing bets will be 
collected and all blackjacks will push.

(kk) If the dealer does not have blackjack the hand will 
continue as normal.

(ll) A card found turned upwards in the shoe shall not 
be used in that game and shall be placed in the discard 
rack (burned).

(mm) A card drawn in error without its face being ex-
posed shall be used as though it were the next card from 
the shoe.

(nn) After the initial two cards have been dealt to each 
player and a card is drawn in error and exposed to the 
players, such card shall be burned or placed in the discard 
rack and will not be offered to any player or to the deal-
er unless the card was dealt by mistake to the player in 
the last occupied player position immediately before the 
dealer. In that case, if the card is needed by the dealer to 
complete the dealer’s hand, then the card shall be retained 
by the dealer. If the card is not needed by the dealer to 
complete the dealer’s hand, then the card shall be burned.

(oo) If the dealer has a point total of a hard seventeen 
or more and accidentally draws a card for the dealer, 
such card shall be burned.

(pp) If the dealer misses dealing his first or second card 
to the dealer, the dealer shall continue dealing the first 
two cards to each player, and then deal the appropriate 
number of cards to the dealer.

(qq) If there are insufficient cards remaining to com-
plete a round of play, all of the cards in the discard rack 
shall be shuffled and cut, the first card shall be drawn 
face down and burned, and the dealer shall complete the 
round of play.

(rr) If no cards or only one card is dealt to a player’s 
hand, the hand is dead and the player shall be included 
in the next deal.

(ss) If any card is dealt and an error occurs, at no time 
as a result of the error will any card dealt to a player be 
taken from that player and dealt to another player.

(tt) If a dispute occurs because of a mistake during a 
hand by the dealer or a player, the table games supervi-
sor or higher ranking casino official shall be authorized 
to declare that all or part of the hand is dead (void) and 
can return any disputed money.

(uu) If offered at the blackjack table, a player making 
a blackjack wager may also make an optional three card 
poker wager in the area on the table designated for that 
optional wager so long as the wager is made prior to the 
first card of the hand being removed from the shoe.

(vv) If a player makes an optional three card poker wa-
ger, the player may also make a three card toke bet so 
long as the toke bet is made prior to the first card of the 
hand being removed from the shoe.

(ww) Resolution of all optional three card poker wa-
gers shall be made after all players and the dealer have 
received their second card and before the blackjack 
game continues.

(xx) An optional three card poker wager will win if the 
dealer’s card dealt face up and the player’s two cards com-
bined equal one of the following three card poker hands:

(1) A “flush,” which means three cards of the same suit 
(hearts, spades, diamonds or clubs);

(2) A “straight,” which means three cards of consecu-
tive rank, with the ranking of cards from lowest to high-
est being 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, jack, queen, king, and ace, 
except that an ace can also be used with a 2 and 3 to make 
a straight;

(3) A “three of a kind,” which means three cards of the 
same rank; and,

(4) A “straight flush,” which means a “straight” as de-
fined hereinabove, when all three cards are in the same suit.

(yy) All winning three card poker wagers shall be paid 
at the rate of nine to one.

(zz) All three card poker wagers shall be taken or paid 
from the dealer’s right to left before the blackjack portion 
of the game continues. (Authorized by K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 
74-8710 and 74-8748; implementing K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 74-
8710; effective, T-111-2-2-17, Nov. 9, 2016.)
111-601-7. Collecting and paying. (a) All insurance 

bets shall be taken or paid from right to left.
(b) After the dealer has busted or stood on a hard 

17 or more, the player’s hand must be paid, taken or 
pushed based on the outcome of both the player and 
dealer hand totals.

(c) Card pickup and payout shall be done from right 
to left.
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(d) All bets to be paid shall be paid from the chip tray 
and never with another bet.

(e) The dealer’s hand shall be picked up first so as to be 
on the top of the discarded stack. (Authorized by K.S.A. 
2016 Supp. 74-8710 and 74-8748; implementing K.S.A. 
2016 Supp. 74-8710; effective, T-111-2-2-17, Nov. 9, 2016.)
111-601-8. Drawing of additional cards by players 

and dealers. (a) A player may elect to draw additional 
cards if the point count total is less than 21, except when:

(1) A player has blackjack or a hard or soft total of 21.
(2) A player doubles down, in which case the player 

shall draw only one additional card.
(3) A player split aces, in which case the player shall 

have only one card dealt to each ace.
(b) A dealer shall draw additional cards until reaching 

a hard total of 17 or more, at which point no addition-
al cards shall be drawn. If all players’ hands have been 
broken, and the point total of the dealer’s hand has no 
effect on the outcome of the round of play, the dealer 
shall draw no additional cards, regardless of the point 
count. (Authorized by K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 74-8710 and 74-
8748; implementing K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 74-8710; effective, 
T-111-2-2-17, Nov. 9, 2016.)
111-601-14. Name of the game; rules and regula-

tions. The Kansas lottery shall conduct a lottery facility 
game at the Kansas Crossing Casino in Pittsburg, Kansas, 
entitled “Ultimate Texas Hold’em Poker” beginning on 
or after January 1, 2017.

The rules and regulations for the game of “Ultimate 
Texas Hold’em Poker” are contained in K.A.R. 111-601-
14 through 111-601-20, and applicable generic rules 
are contained in K.A.R. 111-201-1 et seq. (Authorized 
by K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 74-8710 and 74-8748; implement-
ing K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 74-8710; effective, T-111-2-2-17, 
Nov. 9, 2016.)
111-601-15. Object of game. Ultimate Texas Hold’em 

Poker is a poker-based game between the player and 
the dealer, in which one or more players have multiple 
wager options. Players are dealt two cards and use the 
five community cards to make the highest ranking pok-
er hand possible. Ultimate Texas Hold’em is played with 
one deck of 52 cards, the back of which cards shall all be 
identical in appearance. Each deck of playing cards shall 
consist of 13 value cards (ace, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, jack, 
queen, and king) in each of four suits (hearts, spades, di-
amonds, and clubs). (Authorized by K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 
74-8710 and 74-8748; implementing K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 74-
8710; effective, T-111-2-2-17, Nov. 9, 2016.)
111-601-16. Definitions. The following words and 

terms, when used in the game of Ultimate Texas Hold’em 
Poker, shall have the following meanings unless the con-
text clearly indicates otherwise:

(a) “Ante” or “ante wager” means an initial wager, sep-
arate from but equal in amount to the player’s blind wa-
ger, required to be made prior to any cards being dealt in 
order to participate in the round of play.

(b) “Blind” or “blind wager” means an initial wager, 
separate from but equal in amount to the player’s ante, 
required to be made prior to any cards being dealt in or-
der to participate in the round of play.

(c) “Burn” means to remove the top or next card from 

the deck and place it face down in the discard rack with-
out revealing it to anyone.

(d) “Check” means that the player waives the right to 
place a play wager but remains in the round of play.

(e) “Community card” means any of the five cards 
dealt face up in the center of the table, all of which may 
be used by each player and the dealer together with his 
or her own two cards to form the best possible five-card 
poker hand.

(f) “Flop” means the first three community cards dealt 
in the area designated for the placement of the commu-
nity cards.

(g) “Fold” means the withdrawal of a player from a 
round of play by discarding his or her two cards and not 
making a play wager.

(h) “Hand” or “poker hand” means the highest ranking 
five-card hand that can be formed from the five communi-
ty cards and the two cards dealt to the dealer or a player.

(i) “Play wager” means a wager made after two cards 
have been dealt to each player and the dealer, which wa-
ger can be made before the flop is dealt, after the flop is 
dealt but before the final two community cards are dealt, 
or after the final two community cards are dealt but be-
fore the dealer reveals his or her two cards.

(j) “Push” means a tie or draw, and occurs if the play-
er’s five-card hand and the dealer’s five-card hand are of 
equal rank. In a push, the dealer shall not take or pay the 
player’s ante, blind, or play wagers.

(k) “Rank” or “ranking” means the relative position of 
a card or group of cards as set forth in K.A.R. 111-601-17, 
“Ultimate Texas Hold’em hand rankings.”

(l) “Round of play” or “round” means one complete 
cycle of play during which all players playing at the table 
have been dealt a hand, have folded or wagered upon it, 
and have had their wagers paid or collected.

(m) “Stub” means the remaining portion of the deck 
after all cards in the round of play have been dealt.

(n) “Suit” means one of the four categories of cards: 
club, diamond, heart, or spade, with no suit being higher 
in rank than another.

(o) “Trips wager” means an optional wager that a play-
er may make prior to any cards being dealt that the play-
er’s best five-card hand will be a three-of-a-kind or better, 
with a winning trips wager being paid in accordance with 
a posted pay table regardless of the outcome of the play-
er’s hand against the dealer’s hand. (Authorized by K.S.A. 
2016 Supp. 74-8710 and 74-8748; implementing K.S.A. 
2016 Supp. 74-8710; effective, T-111-2-2-17, Nov. 9, 2016.)
111-601-17. Ultimate Texas Hold’em hand rank-

ings. (a) The rank of the cards used in Ultimate Texas 
Hold’em, for the determination of winning hands, in or-
der of highest to lowest rank, shall be: ace, king, queen, 
jack, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, and 2. All suits shall be con-
sidered equal in rank. Notwithstanding the foregoing, 
an ace may be used to complete a “straight flush” or a 
“straight” formed with a 2, 3, 4, and 5.

(b) The permissible poker hands at the game of Ulti-
mate Texas Hold’em, in order of highest to lowest rank, 
shall be:

(1) “Royal flush” is a hand consisting of an ace, king, 
queen, jack, and 10 of the same suit;

(continued)
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(2) “Straight flush” is a hand consisting of five cards 
of the same suit in consecutive ranking, with ace, king, 
queen, jack, and 10 being the highest ranking five-card 
straight flush and ace, 2, 3, 4, and 5 being the lowest rank-
ing five-card straight flush;

(3) “Four-of-a-kind” is a hand consisting of four cards 
of the same rank regardless of suit, with four aces being 
the highest ranking four-of-a-kind and four 2s being the 
lowest ranking four-of-a-kind;

(4) “Full house” is a hand consisting of “three-of-a-
kind” and a “pair,” with the three aces and two kings be-
ing the highest ranking full house and three 2s and two 
3s being the lowest ranking full house;

(5) “Flush” is a hand consisting of five cards of the same 
suit, not in consecutive order, with ace, king, queen, jack, 
and 9 being the highest ranking flush and 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7 
being the lowest ranking flush;

(6) “Straight” is a hand consisting of five unsuited 
cards of consecutive rank, with an ace, king, queen, jack, 
and 10 being the highest ranking straight and an ace, 2, 3, 
4, and 5 being the lowest ranking straight, provided that 
an ace may not be combined with any other sequence of 
cards for purposes of determining a winning hand, (for 
example, queen, king, ace, 2, 3);

(7) “Three-of-a-kind” is a hand consisting of three 
cards of the same rank, with three aces being the high-
est ranking three-of-a-kind and three 2s being the lowest 
ranking three-of-a-kind;

(8) “Two pairs” is a hand consisting of two “pairs,” 
with two aces and two kings being the highest ranking 
two pair and two 3s and two 2s being the lowest ranking 
two pair; and

(9) “Pair” is a hand consisting of two cards of the same 
rank, with two aces being the highest ranking pair and 
two 2s being the lowest ranking pair.

(c) When comparing two hands which are of identi-
cal poker rank as described herein as permissible poker 
hands, or which contain none of the hands authorized 
in this section, the hand that contains the highest rank-
ing card as provided in (a) above shall be considered the 
higher ranking hand. If the hands are of identical rank 
after the application of this section, the hands shall be 
considered a push. (Authorized by K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 74-
8710 and 74-8748; implementing K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 74-
8710; effective, T-111-2-2-17, Nov. 9, 2016.)
111-601-18. Wagers. (a) All wagers at Ultimate Tex-

as Hold’em shall be made by placing gaming chips or, if 
applicable, a match play coupon on the appropriate bet-
ting areas of the table layout. A verbal wager accompa-
nied by cash shall not be accepted.

(b) All ante, blind, and trips wagers shall be placed 
prior to the dealer dealing the hand. Except for a play 
wager as provided in K.A.R. 111-601-19, no wager shall 
be made, increased, or withdrawn after the dealer begins 
to deal the hand.

(c) Upon placing an ante wager and a blind wager, a 
player may also place a trips wager by placing a wager on 
the designated betting area of the layout. The outcome of 
the trips wager shall have no bearing on any other wager 
made by the player at the game of Ultimate Texas Hold’em.

(d) Only players who are seated at the Ultimate Tex-
as Hold’em poker table may place a wager at the game. 

Once a player has placed a wager and received cards, 
that player must remain seated until the completion of 
the round of play.

(e) A player shall not be permitted to wager on more 
than one player position at an Ultimate Texas Hold’em 
table. (Authorized by K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 74-8710 and 74-
8748; implementing K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 74-8710; effective, 
T-111-2-2-17, Nov. 9, 2016.)
111-601-19. Play. (a) For the start of play, the deal-

er shall remove 5 cards from the automatic shuffler and 
spread those cards in the community area, then starting 
with the player farthest to his or her left and continuing 
around the table in a clockwise manner, deal the cards 
as follows:

(1) Two cards at a time face down to each player who 
has placed wagers.

(2) Two cards face down to the area designated for the 
dealer’s hand. 

(b) After the dealing procedures specified above have 
been completed, each player shall examine his or her 
cards and replace the cards face down on the layout. The 
dealer shall then, starting with the player farthest to his 
or her left and proceeding in a clockwise manner around 
the table, ask each player if the player wishes to place 
a play wager. The player may either check or place a 
play wager in an amount equal to three or four times the 
amount of the player’s ante wager.

(c) If a player places a play wager, the wager shall be 
placed in the designated play betting area.

(d) If a player checks, the player shall remain in the 
game and defer his or her decision to place a play wager 
to the next betting opportunity.

(e) Once all players have either placed a play wager or 
checked, the dealer shall turn the flop face up.

(f) After the flop has been turned over, the dealer shall, 
starting with the player farthest to his or her left and pro-
ceeding in a clockwise manner around the table, ask each 
player who has not placed a play wager if he or she wish-
es to place a play wager. The player may either check or 
place a play wager in an amount equal to two times the 
amount of the player’s ante wager.

(g) If a player places a play wager, the wager shall be 
placed in the designated play betting area.

(h) If a player checks, the player shall remain in the 
game and defer his or her decision to place a play wager 
to the next betting opportunity.

(i) Once all players have either placed a play wager or 
checked, the dealer shall then turn the next two cards in 
the community area face up.

(j) After the final two community cards have been 
turned face up, the dealer shall, starting with the player 
farthest to his or her left and proceeding in a clockwise 
manner around the table, ask each player who has not 
yet placed a play wager whether he or she wishes to fold 
his or her hand or place a play wager equal in amount to 
his or her ante wager.

(k) If a player places a play wager, the wager shall be 
placed in the designated play betting area.

(l) If a player folds, the ante and blind wagers of the 
player shall be collected by the dealer and placed in the 
table inventory container.

(m) If the player has also placed a trips wager, the deal-
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er shall place the cards of the player face down under-
neath the player’s trips wager pending its resolution at 
the conclusion of the round of play.

(n) If the player has not placed a trips wager, the dealer 
shall immediately spread the cards of the folded hand 
face down and place them back in the shuffle machine’s 
discard area.

(o) After each player has either folded or placed a play 
wager, the dealer shall then turn his or her two cards face 
up, position his or her cards near the three community 
cards that can be used to form the best possible five-card 
hand and announce the dealer’s hand to the players.

(p) If the dealer’s best possible five-card hand is low-
er than a pair, the dealer shall, starting with the play-
er farthest to the dealer’s right who has placed a play 
wager and proceeding in a counterclockwise manner 
around the table, return each player’s ante wager and 
resolve all other wagers in accordance with subsection 
(q) below.

(q) If the dealer’s best possible five-card hand is a pair 
or above, the dealer shall, starting with the player far-
thest to the dealer’s right who has placed a play wager 
and proceeding in a counterclockwise manner around 
the table, turn the two cards of each player who has 
placed a play wager face up and announce the best pos-
sible five-card poker hand that can be formed using the 
player’s two cards and the five community cards. The 
wagers of each player shall be resolved one player at a 
time regardless of outcome. After all wagers placed by 
a player are settled, the player’s cards shall then be im-
mediately collected by the dealer and placed back in the 
shuffle machine’s discard area.

(r) If the player’s five-card hand is ranked lower than 
the dealer’s five-card hand, the player shall lose and the 
dealer shall immediately collect any ante, blind and play 
wagers made by the player.

(s) If the player’s five-card hand is ranked higher than 
the dealer’s five-card hand, the player shall win and the 
dealer shall pay any ante, blind and play wagers made by 
the player in accordance with the payout odds set forth 
below in the section “payment odds,” provided that the 
blind wager shall not be paid unless the player’s winning 
hand has a rank of straight or higher.

(t) If the player’s five-card hand and the dealer’s five-
card hand are of equal rank, the player’s hand shall be a 
push. In such case, the dealer shall not collect or pay the 
player’s ante, blind, or play wagers.

(u) After settling a player’s ante, blind, and play wa-
gers, the dealer shall settle any trips wager made by the 
player by determining whether the player’s five-card 
hand qualifies for a payout in accordance with K.A.R. 
111-601-20. A winning trips wager shall be paid without 
regard to the outcome of any other wager made by the 
player. (Authorized by K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 74-8710 and 74-
8748; implementing K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 74-8710; effective, 
T-111-2-2-17, Nov. 9, 2016.)
111-601-20. Payout odds. (a) Each winning ante and 

play wager shall be paid at odds of 1 to 1.
(b) If a player’s five-card hand ranks higher than the deal-

er’s five-card hand, the player shall be paid on the player’s 
blind wager in accordance with the following odds:

Player’s Five-Card Hand Payout Odds
Royal flush 500 to 1*
Straight flush 50 to 1*
Four-of-a-kind 10 to 1*
Full house 3 to 1*
Flush 3 to 2*
Straight 1 to 1*
Less than a straight Push

*This does not include the return of the player’s original bet.

(c) Players shall be paid on each winning trips wager at 
odds set forth in the alternative pay table set forth below 
that is implemented by the lottery gaming facility man-
ager as approved by the executive director of the Kansas 
lottery:

Hand Paytable A Paytable B Paytable C Paytable D
Royal flush 50 to 1 50 to 1 50 to 1 50 to 1
Straight flush 40 to 1 40 to 1 40 to 1 40 to 1
Four-of-a-kind 30 to 1 30 to 1 30 to 1 20 to 1
Full house 9 to 1 8 to 1 8 to 1 7 to 1
Flush 7 to 1 6 to 1 7 to 1 6 to 1
Straight 4 to 1 5 to 1 4 to 1 5 to 1
Three-of-a-kind 3 to 1 3 to 1 3 to 1 3 to 1

*The payouts listed above do not include the return of the player’s 
original bet. The trips wagers are paid as each hand decision is made.

(d) The following rules regarding irregularities shall 
apply:

(1) If any card dealt to the dealer in Ultimate Texas 
Hold’em is exposed prior to each player having either 
folded or placed a play wager, all hands shall be void. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing, if a player has placed a 
trips wager, the community cards shall be dealt and each 
trips wager shall be settled.

(2) A card that is found face up in the shoe or the deck 
while the cards are being dealt shall not be used in the 
game and shall be placed in the discard rack. If more 
than one card is found face up in the shoe or the deck 
during the dealing of the cards, all hands shall be void 
and the cards shall be reshuffled. Notwithstanding the 
foregoing, if the card(s) are found face up after each play-
er and the dealer has received his or her initial two cards, 
the community cards shall be dealt and any trips wager 
shall be settled in accordance with the payout odds set 
forth above.

(3) A card drawn in error without its face being ex-
posed shall be used as though it was the next card from 
the shoe or the deck.

(4) If a player is dealt an incorrect number of cards, that 
player’s hand shall be void. If the dealer is dealt an in-
correct number of cards, all players’ hands shall be void 
unless the dealer can deal himself or herself the correct 
number of cards in sequence, provided that such cards 
have not already been turned face up and the deck con-
tains the correct number of cards.

(5) If an automated card shuffling device is being used 
and the device jams, stops shuffling during a shuffle, or fails 
to complete a shuffle cycle, the cards shall be reshuffled.

(6) If an automated dealing shoe is being used and the 
device jams, stops dealing cards, or fails to deal cards 

(continued)
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during a round of play, the round of play shall be void 
and the cards shall be removed from the device and re-
shuffled with any cards already dealt.

(7) Any automated card shuffling device or automat-
ed dealing shoe shall be removed from a gaming table 
before any other method of shuffling or dealing may be 
utilized at that table. (Authorized by K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 
74-8710 and 74-8748; implementing K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 74-
8710; effective, T-111-2-2-17, Nov. 9, 2016.)
111-601-21. Name of the game; rules and regula-

tions. The Kansas lottery shall conduct a lottery facility 
game at the Kansas Crossing Casino in Pittsburg, Kansas, 
entitled “Three-Card Poker” beginning on or after Janu-
ary 1, 2017.

The rules and regulations for the game of “Three-Card 
Poker” are contained in K.A.R. 111-601-21 through 111-
601-26, and applicable generic rules are contained in 
K.A.R. 111-201-1 et seq. (Authorized by K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 
74-8710 and 74-8748; implementing K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 74-
8710; effective, T-111-2-2-17, Nov. 9, 2016.)
111-601-22. Table characteristics. (a) Three-card 

poker is played on a standard blackjack-size table.
(b) There are seven places for the players on one side 

of the table and one for the dealer on the opposite side.
(c) Each player’s designated betting area will have 

three separate spots for the player to post the player’s 
ante, the player’s play wager and an optional pair plus 
wager. (Authorized by K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 74-8710 and 74-
8748; implementing K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 74-8710; effective, 
T-111-2-2-17, Nov. 9, 2016.)
111-601-23. Cards utilized; value of cards; and 

ranking of hands. (a) Three-card poker is played with 
one standard deck of 52 cards (no jokers) at a time.

(b) The rank of the cards for the determination of win-
ning hands, in order of highest to lowest rank, shall be: 
ace, king, queen, jack, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, and 2. All suits 
shall be considered equal in rank. Notwithstanding the 
foregoing, an ace may be used to complete a “straight 
flush” or a “straight” formed with an ace, 2 and 3.

(c) The permissible three-card poker hands and the 
ranking of the hands shall be as follows, from lowest to 
highest:

(1) “high card” is a hand consisting of the highest rank-
ing single card as compared to the highest ranking single 
card in all other active players’ hands;

(2) “one pair” is a hand consisting of two cards of the 
same rank, with two aces being the highest ranking pair 
and two 2s being the lowest ranking pair;

(3) “flush” is a hand consisting of three cards of the 
same suit, not in consecutive order, with ace, king and 
jack being the highest ranking flush and ace, 2 and 4 be-
ing the lowest ranking flush;

(4) “straight” is a hand consisting of three unsuited 
cards of consecutive rank, with an ace, king and queen 
being the highest ranking straight and an ace, 2 and 3 
being the lowest ranking straight, provided that an ace 
may not be combined with any other sequence of cards 
for purposes of determining a winning hand, (for exam-
ple, king, ace and 2);

(5) “three of a kind” is a hand consisting of three cards 
of the same rank, with three aces being the highest rank-

ing three-of-a-kind and three 2s being the lowest ranking 
three-of-a-kind;

(6) “straight flush” is a hand consisting of three cards 
of the same suit in consecutive ranking, with ace, king 
and queen being the highest ranking straight flush and 
ace, 2 and 3 being the lowest ranking straight flush. (Au-
thorized by K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 74-8710 and 74-8748; im-
plementing K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 74-8710; effective, T-111-2-
2-17, Nov. 9, 2016.)
111-601-24. Wagers. (a) The minimum and max-

imum bets allowed shall be determined by the casino 
shift manager or higher ranking casino official for each 
three-card poker table.

(b) The table limits shall be and remain conspicuous-
ly posted on a sign at each table. Any wager made by a 
player that is less than the stated table minimum that is 
not rejected by either the dealer or table games super-
visor or higher ranking casino official, prior to the com-
mencement of play shall be treated as a valid wager. Any 
wager made by a player that is above the stated table 
maximum that is not rejected by either the dealer or table 
games supervisor or higher ranking casino official, shall 
play up to the posted maximum and the balance shall be 
returned to the player and not considered as part of the 
valid wager, subject to the following:

(1) If a wager appears to be over the table maximum 
and cards have already been dealt, the dealer shall an-
nounce that all chips play to the table limit.

(2) If the wager wins, the dealer shall segregate the 
maximum payoff on the table.

(3) If the wager loses, the dealer shall segregate the 
maximum wager on the table and return all chips over 
the maximum to the player.

(c) A player shall not be allowed to play more than one 
hand.

(d) A player can make two wagers plus a pair plus wager.
(e) Wagers, play, and payouts shall be made as follows:
(1) An “ante wager” is a mandatory wager made by 

each player. Each player must make an ante wager by 
placing one or more gaming chips in the designated ante 
betting area prior to any cards being dealt. Each player 
shall make an ante wager if the player wishes to be in 
direct competition with the dealer.

(2) The players and the dealer receive their cards. Each 
player may elect to fold or play against the dealer. If the 
player elects to fold, the ante wager is forfeited. If the 
player elects to compete with the dealer, the player shall 
place a wager in the designated play betting area (a “play 
wager”). The play wager shall be equal to the ante wager.

(3) If the dealer has a qualifying hand (a “qualifying 
hand” means a queen high card or better hand) and the 
player’s hand outranks the dealer’s hand the player is 
paid odds of 1 to 1 on the ante wager and the play wager.

(4) If the player’s hand ties the dealer’s qualifying hand, 
both the player’s ante wager and play wager are a push or tie, 
and no amount is paid to the player or taken by the dealer.

(5) If the dealer’s hand does not qualify (is ranked less 
than queen high), the player is paid odds of 1 to 1 on the 
ante wager and the play wager is a push.

(6) If the dealer’s qualifying hand outranks the player’s 
hand, the player loses and the ante and play wagers are 
collected accordingly.
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(7) If the dealer has a hand higher than the player’s 
hand, it has no effect on the ante bonus if the player has 
placed a play wager and has a qualifying hand for the 
ante bonus. Ante bonuses pay odds as follows:

Straight   1 to 1
Three of a kind  4 to 1 
Straight flush   5 to 1
(8) Each player may also elect to make a pair plus wa-

ger by placing one or more gaming chips in the designat-
ed pair plus betting area prior to any card being dealt. 
The pair plus wager shall not be less than the table min-
imum, nor greater than the table maximum. The “pair 
plus wager” is an optional wager on the outcome of the 
player’s hand against a posted scale of payouts without 
competition against any other hand.

(9) Each player and dealer receives their cards. The 
player may elect to fold or play. If the player elects to 
fold, the pair plus wager is forfeited. If the player elects 
to compete with the dealer, the player shall place a wager 
in the designated play betting area.

(10) If the dealer has a hand higher than the player’s 
hand, it has no effect on the pair plus wager, if the player 
has placed a play wager and has a qualifying hand for 
the pair plus payout.

(11) The pair plus payout odds will be as follows:
Pair    1 to 1
Flush    3 to 1
Straight   6 to 1
Three of a kind  30 to 1
 Straight flush   40 to 1
(12) Before each hand is dealt, the dealer shall inform 

the player(s) that wagering is closed by announcing there 
will be no more bets.

(13) All wagers shall be made by placing gaming chips 
on the appropriate areas of the layout. Verbal and/or cash 
wagers shall not be accepted.

(14) Once the first card of any hand has been dealt, 
no player shall handle, remove, or alter any wagers that 
have been made until a decision has been rendered and 
implemented with respect to that wager except as explic-
itly permitted by these rules. (Authorized by K.S.A. 2016 
Supp. 74-8710 and 74-8748; implementing K.S.A. 2016 
Supp. 74-8710; effective, T-111-2-2-17, Nov. 9, 2016.)
111-601-25. Shuffle, dealing, play, and payment of 

wagers. (a) The cards will be shuffled by an auto shuffle ma-
chine. In the event the automatic shuffler is not operational 
or for tournaments the cards may be shuffled by hand.

 (b) After the cards have been shuffled, the dealer shall 
cut the deck by dividing the cards into two portions at a 
randomly selected place in the deck.

(c) The cards are placed into the shuffler without a 
player cutting them. The shuffler will complete the shuf-
fle. Players will never cut the cards.

(d) After the dealer has announced that no more bets 
can be made, the dealer shall activate the shuffle machine 
which shall deal out three consecutive cards for each 
player at the gaming table, including the dealer. Begin-
ning with the player to the extreme left of the dealer and 
rotating to the right, the dealer shall fan out each player’s 
cards face down in front of the player’s bet.

(e) Once each player and the dealer have received their 
cards, the shuffle machine shall count the remaining 
cards to verify that the deck contained 52 cards.

(f) Once the machine has completed the count, the 
dealer removes the remaining cards from the shuffler 
and places them in the discard rack.

(g) The dealer then announces that the players may 
look at their hands.

(h) Players then decide if they wish to play or fold.
(i) If a player folds, the dealer collects the ante wager, 

placing it into the tray and collects their cards. The cards 
are counted and placed in the discard rack.

(j) The dealer shall verify that all remaining players, if 
any, have made the proper play wager.

(k) The dealer then turns over the dealer’s cards and 
creates the best three card poker hand.

(l) If the dealer does not have a qualifying hand the 
dealer announces the dealer has no qualifying hand and 
pays all outstanding player wagers.

(m) If the dealer does have a qualifying hand, the dealer 
compares his hand to each player’s hand individually and 
the highest three card poker hand wins. All winning wagers 
are paid. All losing wagers are collected. As the cards are 
removed they are counted and placed in the discard rack. 
The dealer compares, pays, and collects wagers right to left.

(n) The dealer must spread the cards, take all losing 
wagers and pay all wining wagers and then place the 
cards in the discard rack on each hand before the dealer 
goes to the next player. (Authorized by K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 
74-8710 and 74-8748; implementing K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 74-
8710; effective, T-111-2-2-17, Nov. 9, 2016.)
111-601-26. Irregularities of the game. (a) A card 

found upwards in the automatic shuffler shall constitute 
a misdeal for the gaming table.

(b) An incorrect number of cards dealt shall constitute 
a misdeal for the gaming table.

(c) Indication by the automatic shuffler that an incor-
rect number of cards is present shall constitute a misdeal 
for the gaming table.

(d) In the event of a misdeal, the deal is void, players 
may withdraw any wager made, all cards that have been 
dealt must be collected and the cards must be reshuf-
fled. (Authorized by K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 74-8710 and 74-
8748; implementing K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 74-8710; effective, 
T-111-2-2-17, Nov. 9, 2016.)
111-601-27. Name of the game; object of the game; 

rules and regulations. The Kansas lottery shall conduct 
a lottery facility game at the Kansas Crossing Casino in 
Pittsburg, Kansas, entitled “Roulette” beginning on or af-
ter January 1, 2017.

The game of Roulette is played by players placing wa-
gers on two areas of the table gaming layout known as 
the “inside” section and “outside section”, after which 
wagers are placed the dealer shall spin a ball around a 
circular wheel containing individual slots numbered 
from 1 to and including 36 and with two additional slots 
labeled “0” and “00.” The object of the game is to correct-
ly predict the specific number, specific number within a 
group of numbers or color of the number on the slot on 
the wheel into which the ball comes to rest.

(continued)
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The rules and regulations for the game of “Roulette” 
are contained in K.A.R. 111-601-27 through 111-601-32, 
and applicable generic rules are contained in K.A.R. 111-
201-1 et seq. (Authorized by K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 74-8710 
and 74-8748; implementing K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 74-8710; 
effective, T-111-2-2-17, Nov. 9, 2016.)
111-601-28. Definitions. The following definitions 

shall apply to the “Roulette” game:
(a) “Basket” means a bet of “0, 00, and 2”, which bet 

pays odds of 11 to 1.
(b) “Black bet” means a wager that one of the 18 black 

numbers will win, which bet pays even money.
(c) “Columns” means a bet on 12 numbers in a straight 

column, designated as “first,” “second,” or “third” col-
umns, which bets pay odds of 2 to 1.

(d) “Corner” means a bet on four connected numbers 
as shown on the roulette layout, all of which bets pay 
odds of 8 to 1.

(e) “Courtesy bet” means a split bet made on the “0” and 
“00”, when the player’s chips are physically stacked on the 
line on the table game layout between the “third twelve” 
(also known as “third dozen”) and “second 12” (also known 
as “second dozen”) betting areas. The courtesy bet line is 
provided for players wishing to make the “0” and “00” split 
bet but may not be able to physically reach the line between 
the “0” and “00” at the top of the table game layout where 
that bet is normally made. The line used for a courtesy bet 
may not be used for any other type of bet. (h) “Dozens” 
means a bet on three sets of twelve numbers, as follows: 1 to 
12, 13 to 24, or 25 to 36, all of which bets pay odds of 2 to 1.

(f) “Even” means a bet that any even number on the rou-
lette wheel will win, which bet pays odds of one-to-one.

(g) “Even Money Bets” means any one of the following 
bets: numbers 1 to 18; even; red; black; odd; or, numbers 
19 to 36, all of which bets pay odds of one-to-one.

(h) “Inside bet” means a wager made on the numbered 
portion of the layout (straight up, split, street, corner, 
first five and line bets).

(i) “Line” or “Double Street” means a bet on six num-
bers connected on the roulette layout, which bet pays 
odds of 5 to 1.

(j) “Non-value chips” means the chips whose unique 
specific color is assigned to a player currently playing at 
that table. The player will determine the representative 
cash value of their non-value chip when they exchange 
actual cash for the non-value chips. The casino shall track 
the value of each player’s chips.

(k) “Odd” means a bet that an odd number will win, 
which bet pays even money.

(l) “Outside bet” means a wager made on the outside 
of the numbered area of the roulette layout.

(m) “Payoff” means to pay a winning bet.
(n) “Red bet” means a wager that one of the eighteen 

red numbers will win, which bet pays even money.
(o) “Split” means a bet that any one of two horizontally 

or vertically adjacent numbers on the roulette layout will 
win, which bet pays at odds of 17 to 1.

(p) “Straight Up” means a bet on any one number 
alone, which bet pays at odds of 35 to 1.

(q) “Street” means a bet on three numbers connected in 
a straight row on the roulette layout; which pays at odds 
of 11 to 1.

(r) “Top line” and “first five” means the only 5 number 
bet where the player bets that “0, 00, 1, 2, or 3” will win, 
which bet pays at odds of 6 to 1.

(s) “Track” means the area of the wheel in which the 
ball spins.

(t) “Wheel” means the roulette wheel.  (Authorized by 
K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 74-8710 and 74-8748; implementing 
K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 74-8710; effective, T-111-2-2-17, Nov. 
9, 2016.)
111-601-29. Table characteristics. (a) A roulette ta-

ble is oblong in shape, with a roulette wheel at one end. 
The layout is imprinted with numbers and sections that 
correspond to the various wagers that can be made.

(b) Each roulette wheel shall be of the “double zero” 
variety as follows: Each double zero roulette wheel shall 
have a ring with 38 equally spaced pockets around the 
wheel with one marked zero (“0”) and colored green, one 
marked double zero (“00”) and colored green, and the 
others marked 1 to 36 and colored alternately red and 
black. The color of each pocket shall be a corresponding 
color to those depicted on the ring on which the various 
numbers are located. (Authorized by K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 
74-8710 and 74-8748; implementing K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 74-
8710; effective, T-111-2-2-17, Nov. 9, 2016.)
111-601-30. Round of play. (a) The ball must com-

plete at least four revolutions to constitute a valid spin. If 
the ball is spun in the same direction of the wheel, the deal-
er will announce the spin is void (a “no spin”) and attempt 
to remove the ball before it comes to rest in a compartment.

(b) A “no spin” will be announced by the dealer or ta-
ble games supervisor or higher ranking casino official if 
any of the following occur:

(1) The ball fails to make at least four (4) revolutions 
around the wheel.

(2) The ball leaves the wheel completely.
(3) The dealer drops the ball before spinning.
(4) A foreign object enters the wheel.
(5) The ball is spun in the same direction as the wheel.
(c) If the ball hangs up and does not drop into a num-

bered slot, the table games supervisor or higher ranking 
casino official shall be asked for a decision.

(d) Once a no spin has been announced, it will be an 
invalid spin regardless of whether the ball enters a com-
partment or not.

(e) After the dealer has spun the ball and prior to it com-
ing to rest, the dealer will announce there shall be no more 
bets. When the ball comes to rest in one of the compart-
ments in the wheel the dealer will announce the winning 
number and place a dolly on that number on the layout.

(f) After the ball has dropped and the winning number 
has been marked on the layout, the dealer will collect all 
losing bets, starting with the columns and dozens sec-
tions of the layout, then moving towards the wheel. Once 
the layout is clear of all losing bets, the dealer shall pay 
all winning bets, starting with the columns, dozens, even 
money bets and finally the inside bets on the layout. The 
wagers are paid from top to bottom by color. All bets of 
the same color are paid at the same time.

(g) No player is allowed to remove or make a bet until 
the dealer removes the marker or dolly from the most 
recent winning number.
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(h) When a player bets less than the table minimum 
and the dealer and/or table games supervisor or higher 
ranking casino official does not notice it before the dealer 
announces no more bets, the dealer shall pay that player 
based upon the amount actually bet and inform the play-
er of the table minimum.

(i) If a bet appears to be over the table maximum, the 
dealer shall do the following:

(1) If the bet wins, the dealer shall segregate the max-
imum payoff in the work area of the layout and pay the 
player in normal procedure. All chips over the maximum 
will be returned to the player.

(2) If the bet loses, the dealer shall return all chips over 
the maximum bet to the player.

(j) All table minimums and maximum bets will be post-
ed at or near the roulette table. (Authorized by K.S.A. 
2016 Supp. 74-8710 and 74-8748; implementing K.S.A. 
2016 Supp. 74-8710; effective, T-111-2-2-17, Nov. 9, 2016.)
111-601-31. Placing wagers. (a) All wagers at rou-

lette shall be made by placing one or more value gaming 
chips or non-value gaming chips on the appropriate area 
of the roulette layout.

(b) No player at a roulette table shall be issued or per-
mitted to play with non-value chips that are identical in 
color and design to non-value chips being used by anoth-
er player at the same game.

(c) Each player shall be responsible for the correct po-
sitioning of the player’s wager or wagers on the roulette 
layout regardless of whether the player is assisted by the 
dealer. Each player shall be responsible for ensuring that 
any instructions the player gives to the dealer regarding 
the placement of the player’s wager(s) are correctly car-
ried out.

(d) Each wager shall be settled in accordance with its 
position on the layout when the ball falls to rest in a com-
partment of the wheel. (Authorized by K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 
74-8710 and 74-8748; implementing K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 74-
8710; effective, T-111-2-2-17, Nov. 9, 2016.)
111-601-32. Wagers permitted. (a) A permissible 

wager or bet is any wager or combination of wagers that 
are recognizable to the dealer as a valid bet, providing 
that it meets the minimum and does not exceed the max-
imum posted limits for that table. The wagers permitted 
on the “outside” section of the layout are as follows:

(1) Even;
(2) Odd;
(3) 1 to 18;
(4) 19 to 36;
(5) Red;
(6) Black;
(7) 1st dozen;
(8) 2nd dozen;
(9) 3rd dozen;
(10) 1st column;
(11) 2nd column; and,
(12) 3rd column.
(b) The wagers permitted on the “inside” or number 

section of the layout are as follows:
(1) Double street or line;
(2) Street, which shall mean any wager that covers 

three numbers;

(3) Corner;
(4) Basket;
(5) First five numbers;
(6) Split;
(7) Straight up; and,
(8) Courtesy bet. (Authorized by K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 74-

8710 and 74-8748; implementing K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 74-
8710; effective, T-111-2-2-17, Nov. 9, 2016.)
111-601-33. Name of game; object of the game; 

rules and regulations. The Kansas lottery shall conduct 
a lottery facility game at the Kansas Crossing Casino in 
Pittsburg, Kansas, entitled “Craps” beginning on or after 
January 1, 2017.

The object of the game of craps is to correctly predict 
two dice rolled by a player will result in a winning com-
bination or sum of pips (dots on dice) shown face-up on 
the two dice, or that the player rolling the dice will roll a 
specific sum of pips shown face-up on the two dice in a 
single roll before reaching a sum of seven (7) pips shown 
face-up on the two dice. The rules and regulations for 
the game of “Craps” are contained in K.A.R. 111-601-33 
through 111-601-37, and applicable generic rules are con-
tained in K.A.R. 111-201-1 et seq. (Authorized by K.S.A. 
2016 Supp. 74-8710 and 74-8748; implementing K.S.A. 
2016 Supp. 74-8710; effective, T-111-2-2-17, Nov. 9, 2016.)
111-601-34. General definitions. The following 

general definitions shall apply to the craps game (bet 
definitions are contained in KAR 111-601-36):

(a) “Come-out point” means a total of 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, or 10 
thrown by the shooter on a come-out roll.

(b) “Come-out roll” means the first roll of the dice at 
the opening of the game and first roll of the dice after a 
decision with respect to a pass bet and don’t pass bet that 
has been affected.

(c) “Come point” means a total of 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, or 10 
thrown by the shooter on the next roll of the dice follow-
ing placement of a come bet or don’t come bet.

(d) “Seven winner” means a total of seven thrown by the 
shooter prior to his/her establishment of a come-out point.

(e) “Total” means the sum of the numbers (dots or 
spots) shown on the high or uppermost sides of the two 
dice on any given roll.

(f) “Roll” means the throw of the dice by the shooter.
(g) “Shooter” means the player who throws or rolls the 

dice.
(h) “Craps crew” means the dealers assigned to a sin-

gle craps game.
(i) “Check” or “chip” means a non-metal representa-

tive of value which is commonly used for betting purpos-
es on the layouts of the games, instead of money. Each 
check or chip color shall be assigned by the casino with a 
corresponding cash value.

(j) “Boxperson” means an employee authorized to su-
pervise a craps game only.

(k) “Ace” means a single die showing one spot up.
(l) “Deuce” means a die with two spots up.
(m) “Ace-deuce-craps” means one die showing one 

spot up and the other die showing two spots up.
(n) “Vigorish” or “juice” means the commission col-

lected on some bets, such as buy bets or lay bets.
(continued)
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(o) “Proposition bets” means the following bets: any 
seven, craps (two, three or twelve), eleven, horn bets, 
horn highs, any craps, hardway and hop. 

(p) “Bowl” means the container in which the dice 
shall be stored during a live game directly in front of 
the stickperson.

(q) “Wager” or “bet” means the amount and type of 
gamble a player makes on a dice game.

(r) “Dealer” means the casino employee responsible 
for paying winning wagers, collecting losing wagers, and 
placing wagers on a dice game.

(s) “Stickperson” means the casino employee responsi-
ble for the dice, pace of the game, and proposition area. 
The stickperson is also one of the dealers. (Authorized 
by K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 74-8710 and 74-8748; implementing 
K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 74-8710; effective, T-111-2-2-17, Nov. 
9, 2016.)
111-601-35. Table characteristics. (a) A craps table 

is oblong and surrounded by a vertical wall. The inside 
of the vertical wall is covered with a rubber-like materi-
al. A mirror is placed opposite the boxperson’s position 
to allow the boxperson and table games supervisors or 
above to verify payoffs, change, and wagers.

(b) A table layout approved by the Kansas lottery will 
be used. (Authorized by K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 74-8710 and 
74-8748; implementing K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 74-8710; effec-
tive, T-111-2-2-17, Nov. 9, 2016.)
111-601-36. Rules of the game and bet definitions. 

(a) The stickperson, boxperson, table games supervisor 
or a higher-ranking casino employee shall have the au-
thority to invalidate a roll of the dice by calling “no roll” 
for any of the following reasons:

(1) If the wrong player picks up the dice and throws or 
rolls them.

(2) If the dice do not hit the end of the table opposite 
the shooter.

(3) The dice do not leave the shooter’s hand simulta-
neously.

(4) Either or both of the dice come to rest on the chips 
constituting the craps bank (the chips in front of the box-
person).

(5) Either or both of the dice come to rest in the dice 
bowl or on one of the rails surrounding the table.

(6) Either or both of the dice go off the table.
(7) Whenever one die comes to rest on top of the other.
(8) The shooter does not have either a pass or don’t 

pass bet.
(9) Either or both of the dice do not move with forward 

motion.
(10) If the player shooting the dice removes either one 

or both dice from the view of the boxperson or table 
games supervisor or higher-ranking casino official before 
he shoots them.

(11) If the player attempts to deface the dice purposely 
or unintentionally before the player shoots the dice.

(b) Whenever new dice are put into the game or exist-
ing dice are returned to the game, they shall be inspected 
by the boxperson before being put into the dice bowl.

(c) Permissible wagers shall be as follows:
(1) “Pass bet” shall mean a wager placed on the pass 

line of the layout immediately prior to the come-out roll.

(i) The “pass bet” shall win if, on the come-out roll a 
total of 7 or 11 is thrown, or a total of 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, or 10 is 
thrown and that total is again thrown before a total of 7 
appears.

(ii) The “pass bet” shall lose if, on the come-out roll a 
total of 2, 3 or 12 is thrown, or a total of 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, or 10 
is thrown and a 7 subsequently appears before that total 
is thrown again.

(2) “Don’t pass bet” shall mean a wager placed on the 
don’t pass line of the layout immediately prior to the 
come-out roll.

(i) The “don’t pass bet” shall win if, on the come-out 
roll a total of 2 or 3 is thrown, or a total of 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, or 
10 is thrown and a 7 subsequently appears before that 
total is again thrown.

(ii) The “don’t pass bet” shall lose if, on the come-out 
roll a total of 7 or 11 is thrown, or a total of 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 
or 10 is thrown and that total is again thrown before a 7 
appears.

(iii) The “don’t pass bet” shall be a push if, on the come-
out roll a total of 12 is thrown.

(3) “Come bet” shall mean a wager placed on the come 
line of the layout at any time after the come-out roll.

(i) The “come bet” shall win if, on the roll immediate-
ly following placement of such bet a total of 7 or 11 is 
thrown, or a total of 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, or 10 is thrown and that 
total is again thrown before a 7 appears.

(ii) The “come bet” shall lose if, on the roll immediately 
following placement of such bet a total of 2, 3, or 12 is 
thrown, or a total of 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, or 10 is thrown and a 7 
subsequently appears before that total is again thrown.

(4) “Don’t come bet” shall mean a wager placed on 
the “don’t come” area of the layout at any time after the 
come-out roll.

(i) The “don’t come bet” shall win if, on the roll imme-
diately following placement of such bet a total of 2 or 3 
is thrown, or a total of 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, or 10 is thrown and a 
7 subsequently appears before that total is again thrown.

(ii) The “don’t come bet” shall lose if, on the roll imme-
diately following placement of such bet a total of 7 or 11 
is thrown , or a total of 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, or 10 is thrown and 
that total is again thrown before a 7 appears.

(5) The “don’t come bet” shall be void if, on the roll 
following placement of such bet a total of 12 is thrown.

(6) “Place bet” shall mean a wager that may be made at 
any time on any of the numbers 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, or 10 which 
shall win if the number on which wager was placed is 
thrown before a 7 and shall lose if a 7 is thrown before 
such number. All place bets shall be active on any roll, 
except the come-out roll, unless called “on” by the play-
er and confirmed by the dealer through placement of an 
“on” button on top of such player’s wager.

(7) “Buy bets” shall mean a wager that may be made at 
any time, on the 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, and 10. All buy bets require 
an additional vigorish equal to five percent (5%) of the 
original wager. A buy bet shall win if the particular num-
ber is thrown before a 7 is thrown and shall lose if a 7 is 
thrown before that number is thrown.

 (8) “Lay bets” shall mean a wager that may be made at 
any time, against any of the numbers 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, and 10. 
A lay bet shall win if a 7 is thrown before the particular 
number against which the wager is placed and shall lose 
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if a particular number against which the wager is placed 
is thrown before a 7 is thrown. A player placing a lay bet 
shall also be charged a vigorish not to exceed five percent 
(5%) on the amount the player may potentially win.

 (9) “Four the hardway” shall mean a wager, that may be 
made at any time, which shall win if a total of 4 is thrown 
the hardway (i.e., with 2 appearing on each die) before a 4 
is thrown in any other way and before a 7 is thrown.

 (10) “Six the hardway” shall mean a wager, that may be 
made at any time, which shall win if a total of 6 is thrown 
the hardway (i.e., with 3 appearing on each die) before 6 
is thrown in any other way and before a 7 is thrown.

 (11) “Eight the hardway” shall mean a wager, that 
may be made at any time, which shall win if a total of 
8 is thrown the hardway (i.e., with 4 appearing on each 
die) before 8 is thrown in any other way and before a 7 
is thrown.

 (12) “Ten the hardway” shall mean a wager that may be 
made at any time, which shall win if a total of 10 is thrown 
the hardway (i.e., with 5 appearing on each die) before 10 
is thrown in any other way and before a 7 is thrown.

 (13) “Field bet” shall mean a one-roll wager that may 
be made at any time which shall win if any of the totals 
of 2, 3, 4, 9, 10, 11, or 12 is thrown on the roll immediately 
following placement of such bet and shall lose if a total of 
5, 6, 7, or 8 is thrown on such a roll.

 (14) “Any seven” or “big red” shall mean a one-roll 
wager that may be made at any time which shall win if 
a total of 7 is thrown on the roll immediately following 
placement of such a bet and shall lose if any other total 
is thrown.

 (15) “Any craps” shall mean a one roll wager that may 
be made at any time which shall win if a total of 2, 3, or 12 
is thrown on the roll immediately following placement of 
such bet and shall lose if any other total is thrown.

 (16) “Two Craps,” “aces,” or “low” shall mean a one-roll 
wager that may be made at any time which shall win if a 
total of 2 is thrown on the roll immediately following place-
ment of such bet and shall lose if any other total is thrown.

 (17) “Three Craps” or “ace-deuce” shall mean a one-
roll wager that may be made at any time which shall win 
if a total of 3 is thrown on the roll immediately following 
placement of such bet and shall lose if any other total is 
thrown.

 (18) “Twelve Craps,” “high,” or “boxcars” shall mean 
a one-roll wager that may be made at any time which 
shall win if a total of 12 is thrown on the roll immediate-
ly following placement of such bet and shall lose if any 
other total is thrown.

 (19) “Eleven” or “yo” shall mean a one-roll wager that 
may be made at any time which shall win if a total of 11 
is thrown on the next roll and shall lose if any other total 
is thrown.

 (20) “Horn bet” shall mean a one-roll wager that may be 
made at any time which shall win if a total of 2, 3, 11, or 12 
is thrown on the roll immediately following placement of 
such bet and shall lose if any other total is thrown.

 (21) “Horn high bet” shall mean a one-roll wager that 
may be made at any time, which shall win if any one of 
the totals 2, 3, 11, or 12 is thrown on the roll immediate-
ly following placement of such bet and shall lose, if any 
other total is thrown. A horn high bet will be placed in 

units of five, with four units wagered as a horn bet and 
an additional unit wagered on one of the totals 2, 3, 11, 
or 12. As used in this subsection, the term “unit” means 
chips or checks the value of which are equally divisible 
in whole dollars by five (5) such that the value of a single 
unit is not less than the minimum wager allowed or more 
than the maximum wager allowed.

 (22) “World bet” shall mean a one-roll wager that may 
be made at any time, which shall win if any one of the to-
tals 2, 3, 7, 11, or 12 is thrown on the roll immediately fol-
lowing placement of such bet and shall lose if any other 
total is thrown. A world bet shall be placed on the lower 
line of the any seven wager area in units of five with one 
unit wagered on each of the totals 2, 3, 7, 11, or 12. . As 
used in this subsection, the term “unit” means chips or 
checks the value of which are equally divisible in whole 
dollars by five (5) such that the value of a single unit is 
not less than the minimum wager allowed or more than 
the maximum wager allowed.

 (23) “3 way craps” shall mean a one-roll wager, that 
may be made at any time, which shall win, if any one 
of the totals 2, 3, or 12 is thrown on the roll immediately 
following the placement of such bet and shall lose if any 
other total is thrown. A “3 way craps” bet will be placed 
with one unit wagered on each of the totals 2, 3, or 12. 
The dealer shall place such a wager touching the “C” of 
the any craps wager area and the horn or horn high wa-
gering area.

 (24) “Hop bet” means a one-roll wager that may be 
made at any time on a specific combination designated 
by the player which will win if the combination is thrown 
on a roll immediately following placement of such bet 
and will lose if any other combination is thrown.

(25) “Big six” or “big 6” means a wager placed in the 
area of the layout marked “big six” or “big 6,” which 
shall win if a total of 6 is thrown before a 7 and shall lose 
if a 7 is thrown before a 6.

(26) “Big eight” or “big 8” means a wager placed on the 
area of the layout marked “big eight” or “big 8” and shall 
win if a total of eight is thrown before a 7, and shall lose 
if a 7 is thrown before an 8.

(27) “Split bet” means a one-roll wager that is placed 
on the line or area between two proposition bets. One 
half of the split bet is being bet on each side. Both bets 
will be left up and a net payoff is made to the player.

(28) “Craps-eleven” or “C and E” means a one-roll split 
bet on any craps and eleven.

(29) “High-low” means a one-roll split bet aces (2) and 
twelve (12).

(30) “Ace deuce–any craps split” means a one-roll split 
bet which is unique because if one die shows one spot up 
and the other die shows two spots up, both sides of the 
split bet win.

(31) “Put bets” are bets that are made directly on any 
number at any time, including the point, after the come-
out roll has already been made. (Authorized by K.S.A. 
2016 Supp. 74-8710 and 74-8748; implementing K.S.A. 
2016 Supp. 74-8710; effective, T-111-2-2-17, Nov. 9, 2016.)
111-601-37. Making and removal of wagers. (a) All 

wagers at craps shall be made by placing gaming chips 
on the appropriate areas of the craps layout.

(continued)
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(b) Wagers shall be made before the dice are thrown.
(c) Wagers may be made by a player or may be made 

by verbal confirmation of a desired bet communicated 
to the dealer by the player with subsequent placement 
of said bet on the appropriate portion of the layout by 
the dealer.

(d) A wager made on any bet may be removed or re-
duced at any time prior to a roll that decided the out-
come of such wager except that a pass bet and a come bet 
shall not be removed or reduced after a come-out point 
or some point is established with respect to such bet. 
Pass line and come bets are always active and cannot be 
changed or withdrawn until the bet either wins or loses.

(e) A don’t come bet and a don’t pass bet may be re-
moved or reduced at any time but may not be replaced 
or increased after such removal or reduction until a new 
come-out roll.

(f) All place bets, come bet odds and hardways shall be 
inactive on any come-out roll unless requested “on” by 
the player and confirmed by the dealer through place-
ment of an “on” button on top of the wager. All other wa-
gers shall be considered active unless a player requests to 
have his bets inactive. The dealer through placement of 
an “off” button must confirm this.

(g) Minimum and maximum table limits will be posted.
(h) If a player wagers less than the table minimum bet 

and the dealer does not notice it, the dealer shall take or 
pay the amount actually bet and instruct the player of 
the minimum amount that must be wagered on subse-
quent bets.

(i) If in error a player has been permitted to wager more 
than the table maximum, the dealer shall remove the ex-
cess and return it to the player, pay the bet at the correct 
odds for the maximum allowable wager, and inform the 
player of the permissible amount that can be wagered on 
subsequent bets.

(j) In the event of a dealer placing a bet for a player, chips 
shall not be taken from the player’s hands or from the rack 
in front of the player. All chips for the bet shall be set down 
on the layout by the player and the dealer shall clarify the 
purpose of the chips before picking them up.

(k) Wager and payout odds shall be as follows:
Wager Payout odds
Pass 1 to 1
Don’t pass 1 to 1
Come 1 to 1
Don’t come 1 to 1
Big six 1 to 1
Big eight 1 to 1
Place bet 4 to win 9 to 5
Place bet 5 to win 7 to 5
Place bet 6 to win 7 to 6
Place bet 8 to win 7 to 6
Place bet 9 to win 7 to 5
Place bet 10 to win 9 to 5
Four the hardway 7 to 1
Six the hardway 9 to 1
Eight the hardway 9 to 1
Ten the hardway 7 to 1

Field bet 1 to 1 on 3,4,9,10,11
2 to 1 on 2
2 to 1 on 12

Any seven 4 to 1
Any craps 7 to 1
Craps 2 30 to 1
Craps 3 15 to 1
Craps 12 30 to 1
Eleven 15 to 1
Hop bet–pairs 30 to 1
Hop bet–all others 15 to 1
Buy bet 4 or 10 to win 2 to 1
Buy bet 5 or 9 to win 3 to 2
Buy bet 6 or 8 to win 6 to 5
Lay bet 4 or 10 to lose 1 to 2
Lay bet 5 or 9 to lose 2 to 3
Lay bet 6 or 8 to lose 5 to 6

(l) A horn bet shall be paid as if it were four separate 
wagers on 2, 3, 11, and 12.

(m) All charges for vigorish that are less than one dollar 
amounts, will be rounded down to the nearest dollar figure. 

(n) A player may remove the player’s lay bet at any 
time before the number or seven is rolled. If the player 
removes the lay bet, the amount of the vigorish will also 
be returned.

(o) Players may take odds on their pass and come bets 
as follows:

(1) On a pass line point/come bet of 4 and 10, odds can 
be taken up to 3 times the pass line bet.

(2) On a pass line point/come bet of 5 and 9, odds can 
be taken up to 4 times the pass line bet.

(3) On a pass line point/come bet of 6 and 8, odds can 
be taken up to 5 times the pass line bet.

(p) Players may take odds on their put bets. Put bets 
are made the same way as pass line and come bets, ex-
cept that put bets are placed directly on the number with-
out going through the pass or come, as follows:

(1) On a put bet of 4 and 10, odds can be taken up to 
three times the pass line bet.

(2) On a put bet of 5 and 9, odds can be taken up to four 
times the pass line bet.

(3) On a put bet of 6 and 8, odds can be taken up to five 
times the pass line bet.

(q) Players may lay odds on their don’t pass and don’t 
come bets up to:

(1) 4 and 10 can lay to win 3 times the don’t pass/don’t 
come bet.

(2) 5 and 9 can lay to win 4 times the don’t pass/don’t 
come bet.

(3) 6 and 8 can lay to win 5 times the don’t pass/don’t 
come bet.

(r) Minimum and maximum odds will be posted at 
each table. (Authorized by K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 74-8710 and 
74-8748; implementing K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 74-8710; effec-
tive, T-111-2-2-17, Nov. 9, 2016.)
111-601-38. Name of the game; rules and regula-

tions. The Kansas lottery shall conduct a lottery facility 
game at the Kansas Crossing Casino in Pittsburg, Kansas, 
entitled “Mississippi Stud Poker” beginning on or after 
January 1, 2017.
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The rules and regulations for the game of “Mississippi 
Stud Poker” are contained in K.A.R. 111-601-38 through 
111-601-45, and applicable generic rules are contained in 
K.A.R. 111-201-1 et seq. (Authorized by K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 
74-8710 and 74-8748; implementing K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 74-
8710; effective, T-111-2-2-17, Nov. 9, 2016.)
111-601-39. Object of game. Mississippi Stud Poker 

is a five-card stud poker game in which each player seeks 
a hand that qualifies for a posted payout, which hand 
must constitute a pair of 6s or higher ranking hand. (Au-
thorized by K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 74-8710 and 74-8748; im-
plementing K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 74-8710; effective, T-111-2-
2-17, Nov. 9, 2016.)
111-601-40. Definitions. The following definitions 

when pertaining to the game of Mississippi Stud Poker 
shall have the following meanings unless the context 
clearly indicates otherwise:

(a) “3rd street wager” means an additional wager made 
by a player, in an amount equal to one, two or three times 
the amount of the player’s ante wager, after the player 
has been dealt his or her initial two cards.

(b) “4th street wager” means an additional wager made 
by a player, in an amount equal to one, two or three times 
the amount of the player’s ante wager, after the first com-
munity card is revealed by the dealer.

(c) “5th street wager” means an additional wager made 
by a player, in an amount equal to one, two, or three 
times the amount of the player’s ante wager, after the 
second community card is revealed by the dealer.

(d) “Ante” or “Ante wager” shall mean the initial wager 
placed prior to any cards being dealt in order to partici-
pate in the round of play.

(e) “Community card” means any of the three cards that 
are initially dealt face down in the designated area in front 
of the dealer and, once revealed, shall be used by each 
player with his or her two cards to form a five card hand.

(f) “Hand” means the five (5) card hand formed for 
each player by combining the two (2) cards dealt to the 
player and the three (3) community cards.

(g) “Fold” means the withdrawal of a player from a 
round of play by discarding his or her two cards prior to 
placing a bet wager.

(h) “Push” means a player’s hand resulting in neither 
payment on nor collection of the player’s wagers.

(i) “Rank” or “Ranking” shall mean the relative posi-
tion of a card or group of cards.

(j) “Round of play” or “round” means one complete 
cycle of play during which all players then playing at the 
table have been dealt a hand, have folded or wagered 
upon it, and have had their wagers paid or collected.

(k) “Suit” shall mean one of the four categories of 
cards, i.e., diamond, spade, club, or heart. (Authorized 
by K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 74-8710 and 74-8748; implementing 
K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 74-8710; effective, T-111-2-2-17, Nov. 
9, 2016.)
111-601-41. Mississippi Stud Poker and 3 Card 

Bonus hand rankings. (a) The rank of the cards used in 
Mississippi Stud Poker for the determination of winning 
hands, in order of highest to lowest rank, shall be: ace, 
king, queen, jack, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, and 2. Notwith-
standing the foregoing, an ace may be used to complete a 

“straight flush” or a “straight” formed with a 2, 3, 4, and 
5. An ace may not be used, however, with any other se-
quence of cards to form a “straight” (for example, queen, 
king, ace, 2 and 3). The permissible poker hands at the 
game of Mississippi Stud Poker, in order of highest to 
lowest rank, are as follows:

(1) Royal flush–a hand consisting of ace, king, queen, 
jack, and 10 of the same suit.

(2) Straight flush–a hand consisting of five cards of the 
same suit in consecutive ranking except for a royal flush 
as defined above.

(3) Four-of-a-kind–a hand consisting of four cards of 
the same rank.

(4) Full house–a hand consisting of three of a kind and 
a pair.

(5) Flush–a hand consisting of five cards of the same 
suit, not in consecutive order.

(6) Straight–a hand consisting of five unsuited cards of 
consecutive rank

(7) Three-of-a-kind–a hand consisting of three cards of 
the same rank regardless of suit.

(8) Two pair–a hand consisting of two pairs.
(9) One pair–a hand consisting of two cards of the same 

rank regardless of suit.
(10) High card–a hand that does not encompass any of 

the hands above.
(b) The rank of the cards used in the optional 3 Card 

Bonus wager for the determination of winning hands, 
in order of highest to lowest rank, shall be: ace, king, 
queen, jack, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, and 2. Notwithstand-
ing the foregoing, an ace may be used to complete a 
“straight flush” or a “straight” formed with a 2 and 3. 
An ace may not be used, however, with any other se-
quence of cards to form a “straight” (for example, king, 
ace and 2). The permissible hands in the optional 3 Card 
Bonus wager are as follows:

(1) Straight flush–a hand consisting of three cards of 
the same suit in consecutive ranking.

(2) Three-of-a-kind–a hand consisting of three cards of 
the same rank regardless of suit.

(3) Straight–a hand consisting of three unsuited cards 
of consecutive rank.

(4) Flush–a hand consisting of three cards of the same 
suit, not in consecutive order.

(5) Any pair–a hand consisting of two cards of the same 
rank regardless of suit. (Authorized by K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 
74-8710 and 74-8748; implementing K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 74-
8710; effective, T-111-2-2-17, Nov. 9, 2016.)
111-601-42. Wagers. (a) All wagers at Mississippi 

Stud Poker shall be made by placing gaming chips and, 
if applicable, a match play coupon on the appropriate 
betting areas of the table layout. A verbal wager accom-
panied by cash shall not be accepted.

(b) Only players who are seated at the Mississippi 
Stud Poker table may touch the cards. Once a player has 
placed a wager and received cards, that player must re-
main seated until the completion of the round of play.

(c) All ante wagers at Mississippi Stud Poker shall be 
placed prior to the dealer dealing the first card. No ante 
wager at Mississippi Stud Poker shall be made, increased 
or withdrawn after the dealer has dealt the first card.

(continued)
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(d) Players who make an ante wager will receive two 
cards face down. They either fold or buy the first com-
munity card by making a 3rd Street wager. When that 
card is revealed, they either fold or buy the second com-
munity card making a 4th Street wager. After that card is 
revealed, a player may either fold or buy the last commu-
nity card making a 5th Street wager.

(e) Any player who places a Mississippi Stud Poker wa-
ger may also make an optional 3 Card Bonus side wager 
by placing gaming chips and, if applicable, a match play 
coupon on the designated betting area of the table layout. 
The 3 Card Bonus wager will remain in play even if the 
player folds his or her Mississippi Stud Poker wager. If 
the player has placed a wager on the 3 Card Bonus side 
wager and folds his or her Mississippi Stud Poker wager, 
the dealer will remove the original Mississippi Stud Pok-
er wager and tuck the folded cards under the player’s 3 
Card Bonus side wager. A player placing a 3 Card Bonus 
wager will win the wager if the three community cards 
constitute at least a pair or higher ranking Mississippi 
Stud Poker hand.

(f) After each round of play is complete, the dealer 
shall collect all losing wagers and pay off all winning 
wagers in accordance with the payout table. (Authorized 
by K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 74-8710 and 74-8748; implementing 
K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 74-8710; effective, T-111-2-2-17, Nov. 
9, 2016.)
111-601-43. Play. (a) The starting position for the 

dealing of cards and the delivery of stacks of cards for 
the game of Mississippi Stud Poker may be determined 
in the following manner:

(1) The dealer shall deliver the first three cards to the 
dealer, also known as the community cards, and will 
then deliver two cards dealt by the shuffling machine to 
the player farthest to his/her left, continuing to deal each 
player two cards face down in a clockwise manner. Each 
player shall receive two cards before the next player re-
ceives his or her cards.

(2) After all players have looked at their two cards, the 
players have a choice:

(A) Fold (and surrender their ante wager); or
(B) Make a 3rd Street wager.
(3) The dealer shall then reveal the first community card.
(4) The players have a choice:
(A) Fold (and surrender their ante wager and 3rd Street 

wager); or
(B) Make a 4th Street wager.
(5) The dealer shall then reveal the second community 

card.
(6) The players have a choice:
(A) Fold (and surrender their ante wager, 3rd Street 

wager, and 4th Street wager); or
(B) Make a 5th Street wager.
(7) The dealer shall then reveal the third community 

card.
(b) Working from right to left, the dealer reveals each 

player’s two-card hand and determines their hand com-
bined with the three community cards.

(c) The dealer pays and takes according to the pay ta-
ble. (Authorized by K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 74-8710 and 74-
8748; implementing K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 74-8710; effective, 
T-111-2-2-17, Nov. 9, 2016.)

111-601-44. Payout odds. (a) For a winning hand, 
the ante, 3rd, 4th, and 5th street wagers are paid the 
same payout odds ranging from 1 to 1 for a pair of jacks, 
queens, kings or aces to 500 to 1 for a royal flush.

(b) All winning wagers will receive payout odds using 
the following payout table:

Hand Ranking Odds
Royal flush 500 to 1
Straight flush 100 to 1
Four-of-a-kind 40 to 1
Full house 10 to 1
Flush 6 to 1
Straight 4 to 1
Three-of-a-kind 3 to 1
Two pair 2 to 1
Pair of jacks or higher 1 to 1
Pair of 6s to 10s Push

Any hand not listed in this table is a losing hand.
(c) Notwithstanding the payout odds set forth in (b) 

above, the aggregate payout limit on all winning wagers 
for any hand shall be $25,000 or the maximum amount 
that one patron could win per round when betting the 
minimum wager, whichever is greater. The aggregate 
payout information shall be displayed at the Mississippi 
Stud poker table.

(d) All winning 3 Card Bonus side wagers will receive 
payout odds using the following payout table:

Hand Ranking Odds
Straight flush 40 to 1
Three-of-a-kind 30 to 1
Straight 6 to 1
Flush 3 to 1
Any Pair 1 to 1

(Authorized by K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 74-8710 and 74-8748; 
implementing K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 74-8710; effective, 
T-111-2-2-17, Nov. 9, 2016.)
111-601-45. Irregularities. (a) A card that is found 

face up in the shoe or the deck while the cards are be-
ing dealt shall void all hands and require a reshuffle. If 
more than one card is found face up in the shoe or the 
deck during the dealing of the cards, all hands shall be 
void, all players’ wagers shall be returned to them and 
the cards shall be reshuffled.

 (b) If any player is dealt an incorrect number of cards, 
all players’ hands shall be void and all players’ wagers 
shall be returned to the players.

(c) Any automated card shuffling device or automat-
ed dealing shoe shall be removed from a gaming table 
before any other method of shuffling or dealing may be 
utilized at that table.

 (d) If an automated card shuffling device is being used 
and the device jams, stops shuffling during a shuffle, or fails 
to complete a shuffle cycle, the cards shall be reshuffled.

 (e) If an automated dealing shoe is being used and the 
device jams, stops dealing cards, or fails to deal all cards 
during a round of play, the round of play shall be void, 
all players’ wagers shall be returned to them and the 
cards shall be removed from the device and reshuffled 
with any cards already dealt.
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 (f) If cards become soiled in the course of play and 
the dealer finds that a card is unsuitable for use, a table 
games floor supervisor or higher ranking employee will 
bring a substitute card from the card reserve in the pit 
stand and the unsuitable card is placed in a sealed en-
velope or container. The table games floor supervisor or 
higher ranking casino employee will maintain the enve-
lope in a secure place within the pit until collection by 
security. The substitute card will be placed into the card 
discard rack by the table games floor supervisor or high-
er ranking employee.

(g) If a card sensor starts flashing during a round be-
cause the shuffler signaled an incorrect card count, the 
table games supervisor or higher ranking casino official 
will verify that the correct number of cards is in play. 
If all players and the dealer have the correct number of 
cards, the remaining cards in the deck will be counted. 
If the card count is correct (52 cards), the table games 
supervisor may direct the dealer to resume play. If the 
card count is incorrect (any number of cards other than 
52), unless otherwise directed by the poker supervisor or 
higher ranking casino official the hand shall be void, all 
players’ wagers returned to them, and the deck of cards 
shall be replaced with a new deck of cards.

(h) It will be a misdeal if the dealer presses the start 
button to unload the remaining cards in the shuffle ma-
chine prior to delivering the dealer’s hand. (Authorized 
by K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 74-8710 and 74-8748; implementing 
K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 74-8710; effective, T-111-2-2-17, Nov. 
9, 2016.)

Terry P. Presta
Executive Director

Doc. No. 045225

State of Kansas
Legislature

Legislative Bills and Resolutions Introduced
The following numbers and titles of bills and resolu-

tions were introduced February 16-22 during the 2017 
session of the Kansas Legislature. Full text of bills, bill 
tracking and other information may be accessed at http://
www.kslegislature.org/li/.

House Bills
HB 2367, AN ACT concerning property taxation; relating to valua-

tion, duties of county appraiser, appeals; amending K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 
79-1412a and 79-1460 and repealing the existing sections; also repealing 
K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 79-1496, by Committee on Taxation.

HB 2368, AN ACT concerning income taxation; relating to deduc-
tions, business entities that create new jobs, by Committee on Taxation.

HB 2369, AN ACT concerning sales and compensating use taxation; 
relating to rates, food and food ingredients; amending K.S.A. 2016 
Supp. 79-3602, 79-3603, 79-3620, 79-3703 and 79-3710 and repealing the 
existing sections, by Committee on Taxation.

HB 2370, AN ACT concerning income taxation; relating to determi-
nation of Kansas adjusted gross income, rates, itemized deductions; 
amending K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 79-32,110, 79-32,117 and 79-32,120 and 
repealing the existing sections; also repealing K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 79-
32,269, by Committee on Taxation.

HB 2371, AN ACT concerning income taxation; relating to credits, 
expenses for household and dependent care services necessary for 
gainful employment, by Committee on Taxation.

HB 2372, AN ACT concerning taxation; providing homestead prop-
erty tax refund for renters; amending K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 79-4501, 79-

4502, 79-4508, 79-4509, 79-4511 and 79-4522 and repealing the existing 
sections, by Committee on Taxation.

HB 2373, AN ACT concerning taxation; providing food sales tax re-
funds; income tax, credits, certain taxpayers who purchased food in 
this state; amending K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 79-32,271 and repealing the ex-
isting section, by Committee on Taxation.

House Resolutions
HR 6013, A RESOLUTION relating to assignment of seats of the 

House of Representatives, by Representative Ryckman.
HR 6014, A RESOLUTION recognizing the 28th anniversary of sister- 

state relations between the State of Kansas and Taiwan, by Representa-
tives Mason, Brim, Clark, Clayton, Curtis, Dietrich, Hineman, Kessing-
er, Lewis, Proehl, Rahjes, Schreiber, Schroeder, Seiwert, Sloan, Sutton, 
Waymaster and Weber.

Senate Bills
SB 199, AN ACT concerning civil procedure; relating to appellate 

procedure; supersedeas bond requirements; amending K.S.A. 2016 
Supp. 60-2103 and repealing the existing section, by Committee on Fed-
eral and State Affairs.

SB 200, AN ACT concerning the open records act; dealing with crim-
inal investigation records; amending K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 45-217 and 45-
221 and repealing the existing sections, by Committee on Federal and 
State Affairs.

SB 201, AN ACT concerning the Kansas consumer protection act; re-
lating to the definition of protected consumer; amending K.S.A. 2016 
Supp. 50-676 and repealing the existing section, by Committee on Fed-
eral and State Affairs.

SB 202, AN ACT concerning tribal-state compacts; approving a com-
pact between the Kickapoo Tribe in Kansas and the state of Kansas; 
relating to cigarette and tobacco sales, taxation and escrow collection, 
by Committee on Federal and State Affairs.

SB 203, AN ACT concerning rural opportunity zones; amending 
K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 74-50,222 and repealing the existing section, by Com-
mittee on Assessment and Taxation.

SB 204, AN ACT enacting the Kansas cybersecurity act; relating 
to digital information security for Kansas executive branch agencies; 
establishing the Kansas information security office, executive branch 
chief information security officer and the cybersecurity state grant fund 
coordinating council; establishing the cybersecurity state fund and the 
cybersecurity state grant fund in the state treasury; amending K.S.A. 
2016 Supp. 8-145 and repealing the existing section, by Committee on 
Ways and Means.

SB 205, AN ACT concerning retirement and pensions; relating to the 
Kansas public employees retirement system and systems thereunder; 
participating service credit; amending K.S.A. 74-4913 and 74-4956 and 
repealing the existing sections, by Committee on Ways and Means.

SB 206, AN ACT concerning school districts; creating the student 
privacy and protection act, by Committee on Federal and State Affairs.

SB 207, AN ACT concerning gaming; relating to the Kansas expand-
ed lottery act; making and concerning appropriations for the fiscal year 
ending June 30, 2018, for the Kansas lottery; relating to the state debt-
or setoff program; relating to horse and greyhound racing; amending 
K.S.A. 74-8836 and K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 74-8734, 74-8741, 74-8744, 74-
8746, 74-8747, 74-8766, 74-8814 and 75-6204 and repealing the existing 
sections, by Committee on Federal and State Affairs.

SB 208, AN ACT concerning counties; relating to the expansion of 
the board of county commissioners; amending K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 19-203 
and repealing the existing section, by Committee on Ways and Means.

SB 209, AN ACT concerning utilities; relating to electric rates, billing 
standards; concerning the state corporation commission, powers and du-
ties; electric rates and billing, by Committee on Federal and State Affairs.

Senate Resolutions
SR 1714, A RESOLUTION recognizing February 2017 as Self-Care 

Month, by Senator V. Schmidt.
SR 1716, A RESOLUTION recognizing the members of Delta Sigma 

Theta Sorority, Inc. for their outstanding service to the citizens of our 
state, our nation and the international community, and for their promo-
tion of sisterhood, scholarship and service, by Senators Faust-Goudeau 
and Haley.

Doc. No. 045228

http://www.kslegislature.org/li/
http://www.kslegislature.org/li/
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INDEX TO ADMINISTRATIVE  
REGULATIONS

This index lists in numerical order the 
new, amended and revoked adminis-
trative regulations and the volume and 
page number of the Kansas Register issue 
in which more information can be found. 
Temporary regulations are designated 
with a (T) in the Action column. This 
cumulative index supplements the 2009 
Volumes of the Kansas Administrative 
Regulations and the 2015 Supplement of 
the Kansas Administrative Regulations.

AGENCY 1: DEPARTMENT OF  
ADMINISTRATION

Reg. No. Action Register
1-2-74 Amended V. 35, p. 1093
1-6-23 Amended V. 35, p. 1093
1-9-23 Amended V. 35, p. 1094
1-14-8 Amended V. 35, p. 1096
1-14-10 Amended V. 35, p. 1097
1-16-4 Amended V. 35, p. 44
1-16-8 Amended V. 35, p. 44
1-16-15 Amended V. 35, p. 45
1-16-18 Amended V. 35, p. 45
1-16-18a Amended V. 35, p. 46
1-39-1
through
1-39-4 Revoked V. 36, p. 8
1-45-22 Amended V. 34, p. 1227

AGENCY 4: DEPARTMENT OF  
AGRICULTURE

Reg. No. Action Register
4-5-1 Revoked V. 35, p. 238
4-5-2 Revoked V. 35, p. 238
4-5-4 New V. 35, p. 238

AGENCY 5: DEPARTMENT OF  
AGRICULTURE—DIVISION OF  

WATER RESOURCES

Reg. No. Action Register
5-1-1 Amended V. 35, p. 308
5-12-1 Amended V. 35, p. 313
5-21-6 Amended V. 35, p. 431
5-22-7 Amended V. 35, p. 199
5-23-4 Amended V. 35, p. 385
5-23-4b Revoked V. 35, p. 386
5-24-2 Amended V. 35, p. 386
5-25-21 New V. 35, p. 200

AGENCY 7: SECRETARY OF STATE

Reg. No. Action Register
7-23-14 Amended V. 34, p. 1032
7-23-15 New V. 34, p. 1033
7-23-16 New (T) V. 35, p. 662

AGENCY 9: DEPARTMENT OF  
AGRICULTURE—DIVISION OF  

ANIMAL HEALTH

Reg. No. Action Register
9-3-9 Amended V. 36, p. 140
9-3-10 Amended V. 36, p. 140
9-7-4 Amended V. 35, p. 428
9-7-4a Amended V. 35, p. 428
9-18-31 New V. 35, p. 313
9-26-1 Revoked V. 35, p. 314
9-27-1 Amended V. 35, p. 695

AGENCY 14: DEPARTMENT OF  
REVENUE—DIVISION OF ALCOHOLIC 

BEVERAGE CONTROL 

Reg. No. Action Register
14-19-40 New (T) V. 34, p. 824
14-19-40 New V. 34, p. 1053
14-20-42 New (T) V. 34, p. 825
14-20-42 New V. 34, p. 1054
14-21-23 New (T) V. 34, p. 825
14-21-23 New V. 34, p. 1054

AGENCY 16: ATTORNEY GENERAL

Reg. No. Action Register
16-9-1 Revoked V. 35, p. 1033
16-14-1
through
16-14-9 New (T) V. 34, p. 962, 963
16-14-1
through
16-14-9 New V. 34, p.  1228, 1229
16-14-10 New (T) V. 35, p. 626
16-14-10 New V. 35, p. 858
16-14-11 New (T) V. 35, p. 626
16-14-11 New V. 35, p. 858
16-15-1
through
16-15-4 New (T) V. 35, p. 626-628
16-15-1
through
16-15-4 New V. 35, p. 858-860
16-16-1 New V. 35, p. 1033
16-16-2 New V. 35, p. 1033
16-16-3 New V. 35, p. 1033

AGENCY 28: DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH 
AND ENVIRONMENT

Reg. No. Action Register
28-4-94 New V. 34, p. 420
28-16-28b Amended V. 34, p. 190
28-16-28c Amended V. 34, p. 194
28-16-28d Amended V. 34, p. 196
28-16-28e Amended V. 34, p. 197
28-16-28f Amended V. 34, p. 199
28-16-58 Amended V. 34, p. 200
28-17-10 Amended V. 35, p. 566
28-17-11 Revoked V. 35, p. 567
28-17-20 Amended V. 35, p. 567
28-19-11 Amended V. 35, p. 930
28-19-274 New V. 34, p. 1140
28-19-300 Amended V. 35, p. 954
28-19-304 Amended V. 35, p. 955
28-74-1 New V. 35, p. 383
28-74-2 New V. 35, p. 383
28-74-3 New V. 35, p. 383
28-74-4 New V. 35, p. 384

AGENCY 30: KANSAS DEPARTMENT 
FOR CHILDREN AND FAMILIES

Reg. No. Action Register
30-10-19 Revoked V. 35, p. 46
30-44-2 Amended V. 35, p. 63
30-44-6 New V. 35, p. 63
30-46-10 Amended V. 35, p. 581

AGENCY 40: KANSAS INSURANCE 
DEPARTMENT

Reg. No. Action Register
40-1-28 Amended V. 34, p. 216
40-1-37 Amended V. 34, p. 120
40-1-48 Amended V. 34, p. 120
40-2-18 Amended V. 35, p. 405

40-2-20 Amended V. 34, p. 1202
40-4-29a Amended V. 34, p. 996
40-4-34 Amended V. 35, p. 384
40-4-37e Amended V. 34, p. 120
40-4-41 Amended V. 35, p. 633
40-9-118 Amended V. 34, p. 103
40-9-126 New V. 34, p. 103

AGENCY 44: DEPARTMENT OF 
CORRECTIONS

Reg. No. Action Register
44-12-301  Amended (T)  V. 35, p. 742
44-12-301 Amended V. 35, p. 898

AGENCY 51: DEPARTMENT OF  
LABOR—DIVISION OF WORKERS 

COMPENSATION

Reg. No. Action Register
51-9-7  Amended  V. 35, p. 1046

AGENCY 60: BOARD OF NURSING

Reg. No. Action Register
60-2-101 Amended V. 35, p. 322
60-3-102 Amended V. 35, p. 323
60-3-103 Amended V. 35, p. 323
60-3-110 Amended V. 35, p. 323
60-3-113 Amended V. 35, p. 324
60-4-103 Amended V. 34, p. 260
60-7-102 Amended V. 35, p. 324
60-7-106 Amended V. 35, p. 324
60-9-105 Amended V. 35, p. 325
60-9-106 Amended V. 35, p. 326
60-17-102 Amended V. 35, p. 327

AGENCY 61: BOARD OF BARBERING

Reg. No. Action Register
61-1-24 Amended V. 35, p. 991
61-3-2 Amended V. 35, p. 991
61-3-3 Amended V. 35, p. 991
61-3-5 Amended V. 35, p. 991
61-3-7 Amended V. 35, p. 384
61-3-20 Amended V. 35, p. 991
61-3-22 Amended V. 34, p. 190
61-4-2 Amended V. 35, p. 991
61-7-1 Revoked V. 35, p. 385
61-7-2 New V. 35, p. 385

AGENCY 65: BOARD OF EXAMINERS  
IN OPTOMETRY

Reg. No. Action Register
65-5-6 Amended V. 34, p. 480
65-5-10 Revoked V. 34, p. 481
65-5-11 Revoked V. 34, p. 481
65-5-13 New V. 34, p. 481

AGENCY 66: BOARD OF TECHNICAL 
PROFESSIONS

Reg. No. Action Register
66-6-1 Amended V. 35, p. 455
66-14-1 Amended V. 34, p. 617
66-14-2 Amended V. 34, p. 617
66-14-3 Amended V. 34, p. 618
66-14-5 Amended V. 34, p. 618
66-14-7 Amended V. 34, p. 618
66-14-10 Amended V. 34, p. 618
66-14-11 Amended V. 34, p. 619
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AGENCY 67: KANSAS BOARD  
OF EXAMINERS IN FITTING  

AND DISPENSING OF HEARING  
INSTRUMENTS

Reg. No. Action Register
67-2-4 Amended V. 36, p. 80
67-5-5 Amended V. 36, p. 81

AGENCY 68: BOARD OF PHARMACY

Reg. No. Action Register
68-1-1b Amended V. 35, p. 695
68-1-1f Amended V. 35, p. 696
68-1-1g Revoked V. 35, p. 696
68-2-22 Amended V. 34, p. 70
68-5-18 New V. 35, p. 696
68-7-10 Amended V. 35, p. 697
68-7-22 New V. 35, p. 427
68-9-2 Amended V. 35, p. 698
68-9-3 Amended V. 35, p. 699
68-11-3 New V. 35, p. 700
68-16-1
through
68-16-9 Revoked V. 34, p. 70
68-20-10a Amended V. 34, p. 70
68-20-31 New (T) V. 34, p. 103
68-20-31 New V. 34, p. 480

AGENCY 69: BOARD OF  
COSMETOLOGY

Reg. No. Action Register
69-11-1 Amended V. 35, p. 1097
69-12-18 New V. 35, p. 1098
69-15-1 Amended V. 34, p. 996
69-15-14 Amended V. 34, p. 997
69-15-30 Amended V. 34, p. 998

AGENCY 70: DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE, BOARD OF 
VETERINARY EXAMINERS

Reg. No. Action Register
70-5-1 Amended V. 36, p. 140

AGENCY 71: KANSAS DENTAL BOARD

Reg. No. Action Register
71-6-5 Amended V. 35, p. 140

AGENCY 74:  BOARD OF  
ACCOUNTANCY

Reg. No. Action Register
74-1-3 Amended V. 35, p. 84
74-1-4 Amended V. 35, p. 84
74-2-7 Amended V. 35, p. 85
74-4-8 Amended V. 35, p. 85
74-4-9 Amended V. 35, p. 86
74-5-2 Amended V. 35, p. 87
74-5-2a Amended V. 35, p. 88
74-5-2b New V. 35, p. 88
74-5-101 
through
74-5-104 Amended V. 35, p. 88, 89
74-5-201
through
74-5-203 Amended V. 35, p. 89
74-5-301 Amended V. 35, p. 90
74-5-401 Amended V. 35, p. 90
74-5-403 Amended V. 35, p. 90
74-5-405a Amended V. 35, p. 90
74-5-406 Amended V. 35, p. 90
74-5-407 Amended V. 35, p. 91
74-11-6 Amended V. 35, p. 91

74-11-7 Amended V. 35, p. 91
74-15-1 Amended V. 35, p. 92

AGENCY 81: OFFICE OF THE  
SECURITIES COMMISSIONER

Reg. No. Action Register
81-1-1 Amended V. 34, p. 1301
81-2-1 Amended V. 34, p. 1303
81-3-1 Amended V. 34, p. 1304
81-3-2 Amended V. 34, p. 1052
81-3-5 Amended V. 34, p. 1305
81-3-6 Amended V. 34, p. 1306
81-3-7 Amended V. 34, p. 1310
81-4-1 Amended V. 34, p. 1311
81-4-4 Amended V. 34, p. 1312
81-5-7 Amended V. 34, p. 1312
81-5-15 Amended V. 34, p. 1312
81-5-17 Amended V. 34, p. 1313
81-5-21 Amended V. 34, p. 1313
81-6-1 Amended V. 34, p. 1313
81-7-1 Amended V. 34, p. 1314
81-7-2 Amended V. 34, p. 1314
81-14-1 Amended V. 34, p. 1315
81-14-2 Amended V. 34, p. 1052
81-14-5 Amended V. 34, p. 1316
81-14-11 Amended V. 34, p. 1321
81-21-1 Revoked V. 34, p. 1053
81-22-1 Revoked V. 34, p. 1053
81-22-3 Revoked V. 34, p. 1053
81-23-3 Revoked V. 34, p. 1053
81-24-2 Revoked V. 34, p. 1053
81-24-3 Revoked V. 34, p. 1053
81-25-4 Revoked V. 34, p. 1053
81-26-1 Revoked V. 34, p. 1053
81-26-2 Revoked V. 34, p. 1053
81-27-1 Revoked V. 34, p. 1053
81-27-2 Revoked V. 34, p. 1053
81-29-1 Revoked V. 34, p. 1053
81-29-2 Revoked V. 34, p. 1053

AGENCY 82: STATE CORPORATION 
COMMISSION

Reg. No. Action Register
82-2-402 Revoked V. 34, p. 900
82-2-506 Revoked V. 34, p. 900
82-2-507 Revoked V. 34, p. 900
82-3-100 Amended V. 34, p. 900
82-3-106 Amended V. 34, p. 900
82-3-109 Amended V. 34, p. 901
82-3-203 Amended V. 34, p. 902
82-3-207 Amended V. 34, p. 902
82-3-208 Amended V. 34, p. 902
82-3-209 Amended V. 34, p. 902
82-3-304 Amended V. 34, p. 1100
82-3-312 Amended V. 34, p. 903
82-3-1100
through
82-3-1120 Revoked V. 34, p. 903
82-4-1 Amended V. 35, p. 357
82-4-2a Amended V. 35, p. 359
82-4-3a Amended (T) V. 34, p. 373
82-4-3a Amended V. 34, p. 846
82-4-3f Amended V. 34, p. 515
82-4-3g Amended V. 34, p. 518
82-4-3h Amended V. 35, p. 359
82-4-3i Amended V. 35, p. 360
82-4-3j Amended V. 35, p. 362
82-4-3k Amended V. 35, p. 363
82-4-3n Amended V. 35, p. 364
82-4-3o Amended V. 35, p. 366
82-4-8a Amended V. 35, p. 366
82-4-20 Amended V. 35, p. 366
82-16-1 Amended V. 36, p. 102
82-16-2 Amended V. 36, p. 103

82-16-3 Revoked V. 36, p. 103
82-16-4 Amended V. 36, p. 103
82-16-5 Revoked V. 36, p. 103
82-16-6 Amended V. 36, p. 103

AGENCY 85: ABSTRACTERS’ BOARD  
OF EXAMINERS

Reg. No. Action Register
85-4-1 Amended V. 34, p. 177
85-7-1 Amended V. 34, p. 177

AGENCY 86: REAL ESTATE  
COMMISSION

Reg. No. Action Register
86-1-2 Revoked V. 35, p. 928
86-1-4 Revoked V. 35, p. 929
86-1-5 Amended V. 34, p. 1159
86-2-8 Revoked V. 35, p. 929
86-3-19 Amended V. 35, p. 929
86-3-26a Amended V. 35, p. 929
86-3-30 Revoked V. 35, p. 929
86-3-31 New V. 35, p. 929

AGENCY 88: BOARD OF REGENTS

Reg. No. Action Register
88-3-8a Amended (T) V. 34, p. 961
88-3-8a Amended V. 34, p. 1266
88-3-12 Revoked (T)  V. 34, p. 961
88-3-12 Revoked  V. 34, p. 1267
88-24-2 Amended V. 34, p. 247
88-26-1
through
88-26-8 Amended V. 34, p. 247-250
88-26-7 Amended (T) V. 34, p. 961
88-26-7 Amended V. 34, p. 1267
88-26-9
through
88-26-16 Revoked V. 34, p. 250
88-28-6 Amended V. 34, p. 250
88-29-1 Amended V. 34, p. 313
88-29-2 Revoked V. 35, p. 1113
88-29-5 Revoked V. 35, p. 1113
88-29-6 Revoked V. 35, p. 1113
88-29-7 Revoked V. 35, p. 1113
88-29-7a Revoked V. 35, p. 1113
88-29-8 Revoked V. 35, p. 1113
88-29-8c Revoked V. 35, p. 1113
88-29-9 Revoked V. 35, p. 1113
88-29-10 Revoked V. 35, p. 1113
88-29-11 Amended V. 35, p. 1113
88-29a-1 Amended V. 34, p. 316
88-29a-5 Amended V. 34, p. 318
88-29a-6 Amended V. 34, p. 318
88-29a-7 Amended V. 34, p. 318
88-29a-7a Amended V. 34, p. 319
88-29b-1 Amended V. 34, p. 319
88-29b-4 Amended V. 34, p. 320
88-29b-5 Amended V. 34, p. 321
88-29b-6 Amended V. 34, p. 322
88-29b-7 Amended V. 34, p. 323
88-29b-7a Amended V. 34, p. 324

AGENCY 91: DEPARTMENT OF  
EDUCATION

Reg. No. Action Register
91-31-32 Amended V. 35, p. 1014
91-42-1 Amended (T) V. 35, p. 163
91-42-1 Amended V. 35, p. 486
91-42-2 Amended (T) V. 35, p. 163
91-42-2 Amended V. 35, p. 486
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91-42-3
through
91-42-7 New (T) V. 35, p. 164-166
91-42-3
through
91-42-7 New V. 35, p. 487-489

AGENCY 92: DEPARTMENT OF  
REVENUE

Reg. No. Action Register
92-23-9
through
92-23-23 Revoked V. 35, p. 63, 64
92-23-25 Revoked V. 35, p. 64
92-23-30 Revoked V. 35, p. 64
92-23-31 Revoked V. 35, p. 64
92-23-37
through
92-23-40 Revoked V. 35, p. 64
92-23-41
through
92-23-59 New V. 35, p. 64-67
92-23-70
through
92-23-75 New V. 35, p. 67, 68
92-56-1 Amended V. 34, p. 1140
92-56-2 Amended V. 34, p. 1141
92-56-4 Amended V. 34, p. 1356

AGENCY 93: DEPARTMENT OF  
REVENUE—DIVISION OF PROPERTY 

VALUATION

Reg. No. Action Register
93-6-3 Amended V. 35, p. 357
93-9-1 New V. 34, p. 260

AGENCY 100: BOARD OF  
HEALING ARTS

Reg. No. Action Register
100-28a-1a New (T) V. 34, p. 1334
100-28a-1a New V. 35, p. 353
100-28a-6 Amended (T) V. 34, p. 1334
100-28a-6 Amended V. 35, p. 353
100-28a-9 Amended (T) V. 34, p. 1335
100-28a-9 Amended V. 35, p. 354
100-28a-9a New (T) V. 34, p. 1335
100-28a-9a New V. 35, p. 354
100-28a-10 Amended (T) V. 34, p. 1335
100-28a-10 Amended V. 35, p. 354
100-28a-11 Amended (T) V. 34, p. 1336
100-28a-11 Amended V. 35, p. 355
100-28a-12 Amended (T) V. 34, p. 1336
100-28a-12 Amended V. 35, p. 355
100-28a-13 Amended (T) V. 34, p. 1336
100-28a-13 Amended V. 35, p. 355
100-28a-14 Amended (T) V. 34, p. 1337
100-28a-14 Amended V. 35, p. 356
100-28a-15 Amended (T) V. 34, p. 1337
100-28a-15 Amended V. 35, p. 356
100-28a-17 Amended (T) V. 34, p. 1337
100-28a-17 Amended V. 35, p. 356
100-29-9 Amended V. 35, p. 387
100-29-16 Amended V. 35, p. 388
100-54-7 Amended V. 35, p. 389
100-54-12 New V. 35, p. 390

AGENCY 102: BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES 
REGULATORY BOARD

Reg. No. Action Register
102-8-1 New (T) V. 35, p. 628
102-8-1 New V. 35, p. 930
102-8-2 New (T) V. 35, p. 628

102-8-2 New V. 35, p. 931
102-8-4 New (T) V. 35, p. 629
102-8-4 New V. 35, p. 931
102-8-6 New (T) V. 35, p. 629
102-8-6 New V. 35, p. 932
102-8-7 New (T) V. 35, p. 629
102-8-7 New V. 35, p. 932
102-8-8 New (T) V. 35, p. 646
102-8-8 New V. 35, p. 932
102-8-9 
through
102-8-12 New (T) V. 35, p. 630-632
102-8-9 
through
102-8-12 New V. 35, p. 932-935

AGENCY 105: BOARD OF INDIGENTS’ 
DEFENSE SERVICES

Reg. No. Action Register
105-5-2 Amended V. 35, p. 936
105-5-3 Amended V. 35, p. 936
105-5-6 Amended V. 35, p. 937
105-5-7 Amended V. 35, p. 937
105-5-8 Amended V. 35, p. 937
105-11-1 Amended V. 35, p. 938

AGENCY 109: BOARD OF EMERGENCY 
MEDICAL SERVICES

Reg. No. Action Register
109-1-1 Amended V. 35, p. 314
109-2-1 Amended V. 35, p. 317
109-2-2 Amended V. 35, p. 317
109-2-6 Amended V. 35, p. 318
109-2-7 Amended V. 35, p. 318
109-2-8 Amended V. 35, p. 318
109-2-11 Amended V. 35, p. 320
109-5-1 Amended V. 34, p. 1299
109-5-1a Amended V. 35, p. 935
109-5-1b Amended V. 35, p. 936
109-5-1c Amended V. 35, p. 936
109-5-1d Amended V. 34, p. 1300
109-5-2 Revoked V. 34, p. 1300
109-5-5 Amended V. 35, p. 582
109-7-1 Amended V. 35, p. 321 
109-8-1 Amended V. 34, p. 1300
109-10-1 Revoked V. 34, p. 344
109-10-1c Amended V. 34, p. 344
109-10-1e Amended V. 34, p. 345
109-10-2 Revoked V. 34, p. 345
109-10-7 Amended V. 34, p. 345
109-11-3a Amended V. 34, p. 345
109-11-4a Amended V. 34, p. 346
109-11-6a Amended V. 34, p. 346
109-11-10 Revoked V. 34, p. 347

AGENCY 111: KANSAS LOTTERY

A complete index listing all regulations 
filed by the Kansas Lottery from 1988 through 
2000 can be found in the Vol. 19, No. 52, De-
cember 28, 2000 Kansas Register. A list of reg-
ulations filed from 2001 through 2003 can be 
found in the Vol. 22, No. 52, December 25, 
2003 Kansas Register. A list of regulations filed 
from 2004 through 2005 can be found in the 
Vol. 24, No. 52, December 29, 2005 Kansas 
Register. A list of regulations filed from 2006 
through 2007 can be found in the Vol. 26, No. 
52, December 27, 2007 Kansas Register. A list 
of regulations filed from 2008 through No-
vember 2009 can be found in the Vol. 28, No. 
53, December 31, 2009 Kansas Register. A list 
of regulations filed from December 1, 2009, 
through December 21, 2011, can be found in 

the Vol. 30, No. 52, December 29, 2011 Kansas 
Register. A list of regulations filed from De-
cember 22, 2011, through November 6, 2013, 
can be found in the Vol. 32, No. 52, December 
26, 2013 Kansas Register. A list of regulations 
filed from November 7, 2013, through Decem-
ber 31, 2015, can be found in the Vol. 34, No. 
53, December 31, 2015 Kansas Register.
Reg. No. Action Register
111-2-62 Amended V. 35, p. 491
111-2-321 New V. 35, p. 898
111-2-322 New V. 35, p. 898
111-3-1 Amended V. 35, p. 898
111-4-878 Amended V. 35, p. 819
111-4-879 Amended V. 35, p. 819
111-4-880 Amended V. 35, p. 819
111-4-3417 
through
111-4-3421 New V. 35, p. 131-135
111-4-3422 New V. 35, p. 157
111-4-3423 New V. 35, p. 157
111-4-3424 
through
111-4-3431 New V. 35, p. 406-408
111-4-3432 New V. 35, p. 491
111-4-3433 
through
111-4-3439 New V. 35, p. 457-461
111-4-3440 Amended V. 35, p. 900
111-4-3441 New V. 35, p. 463
111-4-3442
through
111-4-3445 New V. 35, p. 492-495
111-4-3446
through
111-4-3449 New V. 35, p. 582-584
111-4-3450 New V. 35, p. 678
111-4-3451 New V. 35, p. 765
111-4-3452 New V. 35, p. 766
111-4-3453 New V. 35, p. 768
111-4-3454 New V. 35, p. 821
111-4-3455
through
111-4-3459 New V. 35, p. 900-904
111-4-3460 New V. 35, p. 1057
111-4-3461 New V. 35, p. 1058
111-4-3462 New V. 35, p. 1059
111-5-220
through
111-5-227 New V. 35, p. 1060-1064
111-6-1 Amended V. 35, p. 907
111-7-66 Amended V. 35, p. 158
111-7-68 Amended V. 35, p. 159
111-7-73 Amended V. 35, p. 159
111-7-75 Amended V. 35, p. 159
111-9-216 New V. 35, p. 586
111-9-217 New V. 35, p. 586
111-15-1 Amended V. 35, p. 821
111-15-2 Amended V. 35, p. 821
111-15-3 Amended V. 35, p. 822
111-15-5 Amended V. 35, p. 823
111-15-6 Amended V. 35, p. 823
111-15-7 Amended V. 35, p. 1064
111-15-21 Amended V. 35, p. 1064
111-16-1 Amended V. 35, p. 464
111-16-2 Amended V. 35, p. 464
111-16-5 Amended V. 35, p. 464
111-17-21 Amended V. 35, p. 160
111-17-24 New V. 35, p. 136
111-17-25 New V. 35, p. 161
111-17-27 New V. 35, p. 408
111-17-28 New V. 35, p. 465
111-17-29 New V. 35, p. 466
111-17-30 New V. 35, p. 498
111-17-31 New V. 35, p. 499
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111-17-32 New V. 35, p. 678
111-17-33 New V. 35, p. 769
111-17-34 Amended V. 35, p. 1065
111-17-35 New V. 35, p. 909
111-301-45 Amended V. 35, p. 770
111-301-47
through
111-301-57 New V. 35, p. 1066-1068
111-307-5 Amended V. 35, p. 771
111-307-7 Amended V. 35, p. 771
111-401-35
through
111-401-37 Amended V. 35, p. 162
111-401-142 Amended V. 35, p. 500
111-401-148 Amended V. 35, p. 504
111-401-185
through
111-401-188 Amended V. 35, p. 139
111-401-190 
through
111-401-194 Amended V. 35, p. 140
111-401-200a New V. 35, p. 409
111-401-201 
through
111-401-205 New V. 35, p. 409-411
111-501-122 
through
111-501-127 New V. 35, p. 412-414
111-501-128 
through
111-501-138 New V. 35, p. 910-912

AGENCY 112: RACING AND 
GAMING COMMISSION

Reg. No. Action Register
112-102-2 Amended V. 35, p. 612

AGENCY 115: DEPARTMENT OF  
WILDLIFE, PARKS AND TOURISM

Reg. No. Action Register
115-1-1 Amended V. 34, p. 1204
115-2-1 Amended V. 34, p. 1206
115-2-2 Amended V. 35, p. 973

115-2-3 Amended V. 35, p. 973
115-4-11 Amended V. 34, p. 1208
115-4-13 Amended V. 34, p. 1210
115-7-1 Amended V. 35, p. 974
115-7-2 Amended V. 34, p. 103
115-7-10 Amended V. 35, p. 975
115-8-1 Amended V. 35, p. 274
115-8-13 Amended V. 35, p. 975
115-8-24 Revoked V. 35, p. 633
115-9-6 Amended V. 34, p. 104
115-17-2 Amended V. 35, p. 976
115-18-20 Amended V. 35, p. 977
115-30-1 Amended V. 34, p. 104

AGENCY 117: REAL ESTATE  
APPRAISAL BOARD 

Reg. No. Action Register
117-1-1 Amended V. 35, p. 534
117-2-2 Amended V. 35, p. 535
117-2-4 Amended V. 35, p. 536
117-3-2 Amended V. 35, p. 536
117-3-4 Amended V. 35, p. 537
117-4-1 Amended V. 35, p. 537
117-4-2 Amended V. 35, p. 538
117-4-4 Amended V. 35, p. 539
117-7-1 Amended V. 34, p. 420
117-8-3 New V. 35, p. 199

AGENCY 123: DEPARTMENT OF  
CORRECTIONS—DIVISION OF  

JUVENILE SERVICES

Reg. No. Action Register
123-6-105 Amended V. 34, p. 868
123-6-105a New V. 34, p. 868
123-15-107 New V. 24, p. 1183

AGENCY 125: KANSAS AGRICULTURAL 
REMEDIATION BOARD

Reg. No. Action Register
125-1-6 Amended V. 35, p. 489
125-1-7 Amended V. 35, p. 490

AGENCY 127: KANSAS HOUSING  
RESOURCES CORPORATION

Reg. No. Action Register
127-2-2 Amended V. 34, p. 347

AGENCY 128: DEPARTMENT OF 
COMMERCE—KANSAS 

ATHLETIC COMMISSION

Reg. No. Action Register
128-6-4 Amended (T) V. 35, p. 1115

AGENCY 129: DEPARTMENT OF 
HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENT— 

DIVISION OF HEALTH CARE FINANCE

Reg. No. Action Register
129-5-1 Amended (T) V. 34, p. 100
129-5-1 Amended V. 34, p. 340
129-5-10
through
129-5-21 New V. 34, p. 943, 944
129-10-18 Amended V. 35, p. 46
129-10-19 New V. 35, p. 49 

AGENCY 132: KANSAS 911  
COORDINATING COUNCIL

Reg. No. Action Register
132-1-1 New V. 34, p. 103

AGENCY 133: OFFICE OF  
ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS

Reg. No. Action Register
133-1-1
through
133-1-4 New V. 36, p. 8
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